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ColorSmart

®

COLOR. TIMED TO PERFECTION.

ColorSmart® is our exciting new program that leverages our
nearly 50 years of growing expertise and our partnership
with genetics-leader, Proven Winners®, to deliver bulked
1-, 2-, and 3-gallon perennials and shrubs cracking with color
in seasonal blocks. All cultivated for perfectly timed color to
reduce shrink, increase retail turns, and bring back hugely
satisfied customers. Your cash flow is precious. Don’t tie it up
with the slow moving, out-of-color plants that are past their
peak. Get smart. ColorSmart®.

Z: 9-11

LEGEND

Growing Zone
Full Sun
Part Sun
Shade

HT 18-24"

SP 18-24"

Plant Height
Plant Spread

Bloom Season
ESP:

E A R LY S P R I N G

MSU:

MID SPRING

LSP:

L AT E S P R I N G

ESU:

E A R LY S U M M E R

MSU:

MID SUMMER

LSU:

L AT E S U M M E R

E F:

E A R LY FA L L

L F:

L AT E FA L L

ColorSmart

®

PERENNIALS & SHRUBS

PERENNIALS

Highlander ’Bolero’
Delphinium

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

Firefly Amethyst
Bright lavender pink flowers. Ages to light pink.

2 022

Z: 3-8

ACHILLEA FIREFLY

HT 20-32"

SP 28 - 38"

MSU

Achillea (Yarrow) are excellent perennials with a long season of interest. Prior to blooming, these plants showcase
delicate feathery foliage; after flowering, dried seedheads remain colorful. The Firefly series was bred for sturdy upright
stems and longer lasting, numerous flowers. All members of this collection are intermediate in height, perfect for the
middle of the border.

6

Firefly Diamond

Firefly Peach Sky

Firefly Sunshine

Ivory white flowers are exceptionally long lasting.

Apricot orange flowers transition to peachy yellow.

Bright yellow flowers have long lasting color.

Pleasant View Gardens, Inc. | pwpvg.com

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

AGASTACHE

One of the easiest and most rewarding perennials to grow! Its foliage smells
distinctly like black licorice when crushed, thus its common name, Anise
Hyssop. Agastache are well-adapted to thrive in dry soils and is right at home
in rock gardens and xeric container plantings where it will attract hummingbirds,
butterflies, and honeybees.

‘Rosie Posie'
Z: 5 -9

HT 18-22"

SP 24-30"

MSU-EF

2022

‘Rosie Posie’ bears many hot pink flowers with magenta purple
calyxes just at the top of the foliage for a neatly proportional
look. Because the calyxes are so colorful, this plant continues to
look like it is blooming long after it is finished.

' Blue Fortune'
Z: 4-9

'Mango Tango'

HT 24-36"

SP 18-24"

MSU-EF

The award winning ’Blue Fortune' is a tremendously long bloomer
that produces lavender blue, bottlebrush-like flowers on strong,
upright stems from midSummer to early Fall. It is useful for adding
a spot of color to the garden late in the season when many other
plants are finished.

Z: 5-9

HT 16-18"

SP 14-16"

MSU-EF

Selected for its shorter habit, ’Mango Tango’ will also impress you
with its vibrant flower color. Individual flowers have dusky rose
calyxes and light peach to dusky orange flowers, giving this plant
an overall red-orange color. Flowers cover the top ¾ of the plant.
This compact plant has aromatic, medium green foliage.

ALLIUM

Z: 5-9

HT 20-24"

SP 26-32"

MSU-EF

‘Peachie Keen’ bears loads of apricot peach flowers with
complementary purplish pink calyxes just at the top of the foliage
for a neatly proportional look. Because the calyxes are so colorful,
this plant continues to look like it is blooming long after it is
finished.

AMSONIA

Serendipity
Z: 4-8

'Peachie Keen'

'Storm Cloud'
HT 15-20"

SP 10-15"

MSU-LSU

A sport of the 2018 PPA Perennial Plant of the Year™, Allium ’Millennium’. ’Serendipity’
matches the performance and flowering of ’Millennium’ but varies with glaucous blue
foliage. Use this plant in sunny, dry places or in containers and love it for its deer resistance
as well as decorative Fall seed heads.

Z: 4-9

HT 24-30"

SP 38-42"

LSP-ESU

This easy care, heat, and humidity tolerant, deer resistant perennial is an excellent choice
for gardeners looking for low maintenance or native perennials.
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ARUNCUS

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

ARMERIA

2 022

'Bloodstone'
Z: 3-8

Chantilly Lace
HT 8-10"

SP 12-18"

MSP-ESU

Z: 3-7

Bright purplish-pink, ball-shaped flower clusters are produced on thin, leafless stalks held
high above the tight mounds of evergreen, grassy green foliage. These little wonder blooms
from midSpring thru early Summer.

HT 30-32"

SP 40-48"

ESU-MSU

‘Chantilly Lace’ offers a gorgeous blend of contrasting textures with lacy sprays of cream
flowers and fine, serrated foliage. A highly versatile perennial, ’Chantilly Lace’ can be plugged
into a wide variety of landscape locations. Performance will be best in filtered shade or
morning sun with moderate moisture; more water is required with more sun exposure.

AQUILEGIA KIRIGAMI

™

Z: 4-9

HT 22-24"

SP 16-20"

LSP-ESU

Aquilegia is especially lovely when allowed to naturalize in shady, woodland borders. They also have excellent potential as
cut flowers, lasting up to 2 weeks in a vase. We have tested this series and can confirm that they are first year flowering,
upright stems, and upward-facing flowers as the breeder claims.

KIRIGAMI™ Deep Blue & White
A mix of dark indigo blue and white shades.

8

KIRIGAMI™ Light Blue & White

KIRIGAMI™ Rose Pink

KIRIGAMI™ Yellow

A mix of light blue and white shades.

A mix of dark rose and lighter pink shades.

Light yellow shades.
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®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

ANEMONE

2022

FALL IN LOVE™ Sweetly
Z: 4-8

HT 20-26"

SP 24-30"

LSU-EF

This Fall-blooming Anemone is a prolific bloomer of semi-double rose pink flowers. Gardeners looking for a late season pollinator plant will be pleased with the performance of this plant, as will those looking
for deer and rabbit resistance. This variety shakes the bad reputation of the genus and spreads slowly through rhizomes; it will not overtake your landscape.

'Honorine Jobert'
Z: 4-8

HT 36-48"

SP 18-30"

LSU-EF

‘Honorine Jobert’ produces single, 2-3” wide, pure white flowers with a cluster of bright
yellow stamens in the center of each blossom. They are produced atop tall, wiry stems
above an attractive clump of dark green foliage. It is a real standout in partial shade where
it is happiest.

9

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

ASTILBE

2 022

'August Light'
Z: 4-9

'Bridal Veil'
HT 28"

SP 15-24"

MSU-LSU

One of the latest red Astilbes to bloom beginning in midSummer. Long, scarlet red, feathery
plumes dance above the bushy clump of dissected, green foliage which emerges deep red in
Spring. Excellent cut flower.

Z: 4-9

HT 28"

SP 18-22"

ESU

The classic white astilbe. Lacy white panicles gently droop at the tips, lending a frothy look
to the clump. Blooms in early Summer. Deep green, glossy foliage.

ASTILBE

'Delft Lace'
Z: 4-9

'Deutchland'
HT 24-36"

SP 24"

ESU

This beautiful perennial forms a robust clump of lacy, deep blue-green, waxy foliage with
red highlights. Foliage displays some burgundy Fall color. Red stems carry panicles of deep
salmon red buds which open to soft apricot pink flowers in early Summer. Deep red seed
panicles extend the season of interest through Summer.

Z: 4-9

HT 24-36"

SP 18-24"

ESU

Pure white, open, lacy plumes. Blooms in early Summer. Bold, glossy, deep green foliage.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slowout-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your bench and
your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving right on time
10
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®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS
2022

‘Little Visions in Pink'
Perfectly sized for containers or the front of the border.
Standing about 16” in bloom, a dense block of fuzzy, pyramidal
shaped, rose pink plumes is presented just above the coarsely
textured, dark green foliage in midSummer. Tolerance to drier
soils and can take full sun.

ASTILBE VISIONS
Z: 4-9

HT 14-16"

SP 14-16"

MSU

A member of Astilbe chinensis (Chinese Astilbe). A later blooming species useful for extending the bloom season
into late Summer. Foliage is deeply incised, coarsely textured, and often bronze green in color. Flowers are borne
on narrow, branched panicles. Though garden performance is far superior in moist soils, members of this species are
moderately drought tolerant.

'Visions Raspberry Pink'

'Visions in Red'

Raspberry pink plumes are sweetly fragrant with a dense,
pyramidal shape. Blooms in midSummer. Large, clear green leaves
with a coarse texture. A dwarf selection.

Deep red buds open to pinkish-red flowers on full plumes. Blooms
in midSummer. Flowers are held on red stems above the bronzegreen foliage. A robust grower.

11

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS
2 022

ATHYRIUM
Crested Surf
Z: 3-8

HT 20-22"

SP 28-30"

ESP-LSU

A highly decorative, double crested Japanese Painted Fern, ‘Crested Surf’ is the perfect complement to wide leaved hostas and hydrangeas. This variety shows excellent vigor in the garden and containers,
particularly when compared with other crested varieties.

BRUNNERA

Jack of Diamonds
Z: 3-8

HT 14-16"

Queen of Hearts
SP 28-32 "

MSP-LSP

‘Jack of Diamonds’ has massive 9-10” leaves that are impossible to miss in
the landscape. This variety has a unique “escargot” type appearance with
overlapping lobes at the base of each leaf. Airy sprays of baby blue, forgetme-not flowers appear in Spring.

12
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Z: 3-8

HT 16-18"

SP 28-36"

MSP-LSP

‘Queen of Hearts’ has a leaf size matching it’s counterpart, ‘Jack of
Diamonds’, but differs with a much heavier silver overlay. Perfect
shade perennials, Heartleaf Brunnera are more drought tolerant
than hostas and have contrasting silver leaves. Airy sprays of baby
blue, forget-me-not flowers appear in Spring.

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS
2022

‘Rapido Blue’
1½-2" cup shaped, violet blue flowers.

CAMPANULA RAPIDO
Z: 3-8

HT 5 -7"

SP 5-8"

LSP-LSU

One of the earliest blooming C. carpatica types on the market with good vigor and uniformity. Beautiful, dark green foliage
provides a great contrast to the striking cup-shaped blooms.

‘Rapido White’
1-1½" cup shaped, pure white flowers.

13

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

BIG BANG™ Cosmic Eye

®

Z: 4-9

HT 12-16"

SP 12-16"

MSU-MF

More compact than other Coreopsis with a very long-blooming
habit. Forms a low mound shape making it ideal for the middle
or front of a garden bed or for use in containers. The showy,
daisy blooms have an orange button center and wine-red petals
with soft yellow tips.

2 022

COREOPSIS

Coreopsis is easy to grow, making it a good choice for beginners. One
plant will provide you with long-lasting cut flower bouquets all Summer
long.

‘Early Sunrise’
Z: 4-9

HT 18"

‘Jethro Tull’
SP 15-24"

LSP-LSU

An All-American and Fleuroselect Award Winner! A profusion
of brilliant golden-yellow, semi-double flowers, each flushed
orange yellow in the center, bring unbeatable color to perennial
and cottage gardens. This is one of the earliest Coreopsis to
bloom, beginning in late Spring and continuing to late Summer if
spent flower shoots are removed.

14
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Z: 4-9

HT 18"

SP 18"

ESU-MSU

A natural cross of ’Early Sunrise' and ’Zamfir', this selection
exhibits the best characteristics of both: brilliant golden yellow
flowers with fluted petals and a more compact habit. Many
people see ’Jethro Tull' as an improvement over ’Zamfir' since
its petals are more consistently fluted and the plants are super
floriferous, providing unbeatable color impact in the garden in
early and midSummer.

®

Bicolor blossoms with a prominent orange-red center and
fringed, gold petal tips.

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

LI'L BANG™ Daybreak

2022

COREOPSIS
LI'L BANG
™

Z: 5-9

HT 8-12"

SP 12-18"

ESU-EF

These naturally compact cultivars exhibit the great disease resistance and long bloom time but
measure in at about half the height of typical Coreopsis. They are the perfect size for container
gardening, rock gardens, and the front of the border. Since the flowers are sterile, they just keep on
coming all season long without the need for deadheading.

LI'L BANG™ Red Elf

LI'L BANG™ Starlight

Deep burgundy red flowers. Healthy green foliage. Compact,
rounded mound.

During hot weather, enjoy brilliant white flowers and magenta
accents. Prepare for blush rosy pink petals with a golden center as
the weather gets cooler.

15

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

SIZZLE & SPICE® Crazy Cayenne

®

Go crazy for this vibrant orange Coreopsis that has a perfectly
domed, rounded, uniform habit. 1¾” wide, fiery sunset orange
flowers have intense red-orange color concentrated at the
centers of the petals. The undersides of its petals are golden
yellow, with some petal tips displaying the same golden yellow.
The flowers will cover the gray-green, threadleaf foliage for a
showy midSummer display.

2 022

COREOPSIS
SIZZLE & SPICE
Z: 5-9

HT 15-18"

SP 22-26"

®

ESU-LSU

Heat up your Summer garden with SIZZLE & SPICE® Coreopsis, a new line of Threadleaf Coreopsis from Walters Gardens,
Inc. hybridizing. Members of this collection have compact, rounded habits that are covered with flowers from early to late
Summer. With bright colors like red, orange, and yellow, these varieties will capture your attention in the garden and on
your retail shelves alike.

16

SIZZLE & SPICE® Curry Up

SIZZLE & SPICE® Hot Paprika

This Coreopsis has a bold and vibrant color that will catch your
eye from a distance. 1½” wide, golden yellow flowers with clear,
dark red eyes have wider petals. The rounded, compact habit has
excellent flower coverage, looking like a blanket of flowers. Bright
green, threadleaf foliage.

This beautiful red Coreopsis forms a compact, rounded, uniform
mound. 1½”, rich, deep red flowers cover the bright green,
threadleaf foliage for a showy midSummer display.

Pleasant View Gardens, Inc. | pwpvg.com

COREOPSIS
UPTICK

®

Cream flowers with dark red centers

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

UPTICK™ Cream & Red

2022

™

Z: 5-9

HT 12-14"

SP 12-14"

ESU-LSU

This series boasts larger flowers and a longer blooming performance that will impress in the garden centers and
landscapes alike. Members of the series look great in the garden all Summer long thanks to their tidy, mounded habits.
Gardeners will enjoy their low-maintenance requirements and disease resistance.

UPTICK™ Gold & Bronze

UPTICK™ Yellow & Red

Golden yellow flowers with bronze red centers.

Sunny yellow flowers with dark red centers.

17

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

DELGENIUS™ Glitzy
Glitzy has semi-double royal purple flowers and
a white bee.

2 022

DELGENIUS™ Juliet
Flowers are semi-double pastel pink fading to
antique-pink with a green bee.

DELGENIUS™ Breezin
Flowers are semi-double with highly ruffled petals in purple and
white tones with a green bee.

DELGENIUS™ Shelby

DELPHINIUM
DELGENIUS
™

Z: 3-9

HT 20-24"

SP 16-20"

ESU-EF

The bloodlines crossed to create the DELGENIUS™ series bring enormous hardiness,
heat tolerance and strong flower stems to Delphinium. The flower power of
DELGENIUS™ is huge, having multiple, semi-double blooms with rebloom. They are
genetically bushy and do not send up single tall spikes like other varieties.
18
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Flowers are a beautiful lilac purple color with a
white bee and in some conditions, flowers can
have bright blue edging

®

Purplish blue flowers adorned with white centers

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

Highlander ’Bolero’

2022

DELPHINIUM
HIGHLANDER
Z: 3-7

HT 30-40"

SP 18-22"

ESU-MSU

Tall, impressive spires of double flowers over a mounded habit of serrated green leaves. Excellent
variety for cut flower arrangements. Bold and vigorous.

Highlander ’Flamenco’

Highlander ’Moon Light’

Highlander ’Sweet Sensation’

Shades of dusky pink double flowers

Pale Lilac with pale blue border and green center

This compact variety has frilly blooms of bright mauve purple,
kissed with blue green

19

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS
2 022

New Millennium ’Blue Lace’

New Millennium ’Pagan Purples’

Densely packed spires of true sky-blue flowers with a touch
of lavender pink are presented on very strong stems in early
Summer

Bold spires of very dark bluish-purple flowers with white or
brown bees stand up to 6' tall, adding a dramatic presence to
the landscape in early Summer. Approximately 10% of these
flowers will be either white or pale mauve and are often double
flowered.

New Millennium ’Pink Punch’
Likely the deepest pink delphinium available today, ‘Pink Punch'
bears strong, broad spikes of rich mulberry pink, often frilled
flowers with a white, brown, or pink striped bee. They make
a colorful addition to fresh bouquets and the flower border in
early Summer. This one is outstanding!

Z: 3-7

DELPHINIUM
NEW MILLENNIUM
HT 4-6'

SP 18-24"

ESU-EF

Removing spent flower spikes will result in another round of blooms on secondary spikes in late Summer and Fall.
However, its large, coarsely textured leaves make this plant attractive even when it's not in bloom.

20
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SP 12-14"

®

HT 8-12"

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

Z: 4-9

DIANTHUS
FRUIT PUNCH
ESU

FRUIT PUNCH® Dianthus Prized for their beautifully fragrant, double flowers, FRUIT PUNCH® Dianthus are very easy to
grow in any sunny area. Their flowers stand like mini carnations atop a short mound of evergreen foliage in early Summer.
A quick shearing after flowering will encourage them to rebloom in early Fall.

2022

FRUIT PUNCH® Black Cherry Frost
Velvety red flowers have a finely serrated pink edge.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slo
moving, out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your be
draining your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving righ
and drawing customers into your store. This is why Pleasant V
Gardens has developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new progra
leverages
FRUIT PUNCH® Maraschino
Bright red blossoms.

FRUIT PUNCH® Cherry Vanilla

Deep red flowers with a lighter pink picotee edge.

FRUIT PUNCH® Sweetie Pie
True pink blossoms.
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COLORSMART PERENNIALS

‘Paint the Town Fancy’
1”, serrated, rosy fuchsia flowers with a red eye.

®

2 022

Z: 4-9

DIANTHUS
PAINT THE TOWN
HT 6-8"

SP 12-14"

ESU

Unlike the double-flowered FRUIT PUNCH ® Dianthus, the Paint the Town series is made up of single-flowering
varieties. Though the blooms may be smaller, the flowers are abundant. Each member of this series produces
flowers profusely in early Summer, completely covering the foliage. Good rebloom in early Fall. Flowers 1-2
weeks earlier than the FRUIT PUNCH ® series.

22

‘Paint the Town Fuchsia’

‘Paint the Town Red’

3/4-1” serrated fuchsia flowers.

¾-1” serrated deep magenta-red flowers.

Pleasant View Gardens, Inc. | pwpvg.com

Silver-blue foliage and white blooms with red eyes. Flowers
don’t fade in the heat or sun.

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

MOUNTAIN FROST™ Ruby Snow
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DIANTHUS
MOUNTAIN FROST
Z: 4 -9

HT 6-10"

S P 10-12"

ESP-LF

2022

This standout collection will rebloom consistently from early Spring until Fall. It is also tolerant of rainy and wet
conditions. Tidy, mounding habit is great for landscape borders.

MOUNTAIN FROST™ Silver Strike
Bright, bicolor pink flowers with silver foliage.
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®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

DICENTRA

2 022

’Pink Diamonds’
Z: 3-9

HT 12-16"

SP 16-18"

LSP-EF

A breakthrough Dicentra with season long flower performance and blue-green, fern-like foliage. This variety is not recommended for shade, it performs best and will have its richest flower color in full sun with
consistent moisture and good drainage. The fragrant pink blooms of this plant can be used to attract pollinators or in cut flower arrangements.

DICENTRA

VALENTINE®
Z: 3-9

HT 30"

SP 30"

LSP

A new spin on an old favorite! If you love the classic look of Old-Fashioned Bleeding Hearts but are looking for an updated color palette, try this new red
flowering selection. Much like the species, this variety also grows quickly to form a robust clump of deep green foliage topped with arching flower stems in
late Spring. When the foliage is emerging in Spring, it has a tinge of purple color to it. The flower stems on this variety are deep red and the large, puffy heartshaped flowers are bright red with a white tip. They dangle romantically from the leafless stems over a period of many weeks. The plant remains attractive
after it is finished blooming until it goes Summer dormant.

24
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®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

DIGITALIS

2022

‘Arctic Fox Rose’
Z: 5-9

‘Candy Mountain’

HT 18-24"

SP 16-18"

LSP-LSU

Beautiful, long-flowering hybrid Foxglove is hardy in northern gardens. Plant in a sunny
garden location or place on a sunny patio. Remove old flowers as they become unsightly to
encourage fresh, new flowering shoots.

Z: 4-9

HT 36-48"

SP 12-24"

ESU

A rare first! ’Candy Mountain' is the first foxglove ever to have upward-facing flowers
instead of the usual downward-facing ones. With this new angle, viewers can easily see
the beautifully speckled throats of these rose-pink blossoms. They are produced on very
strong, strictly upright stems in early Summer. This variety is a biennial.

Dalmatian Peach
The flowers open a pretty shade of pinkish peach and then
lighten to a soft peach color with tiny orange speckled throats.
The basal foliage forms a compact clump, and the plants are
well-branched.

DIGITALIS
DALMATIAN
Z: 4-9

HT 24-36"

SP 12-24"

ESU

This fast growing, first year flowering perennial foxglove received
high scores in German trials. It ranked high due to its strong
growth habit, floridity, and pure colored flowers.

Dalmatian Purple
This Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner produces
large spikes of outward facing, lilac purple
flowers with maroon spotted throats on sturdy,
upright stems in early Summer.

25

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

COLOR CODED® Frankly Scarlet
4” bright scarlet orange flowers

®

2 022

Z: 4-8

ECHINACEA
COLOR CODED
HT 20-26"

SP 16-20"

®

ESU-EF

The new COLOR CODED ® Echinacea series is set to claim a place in your garden. Large flowers have wide
overlapping petals that stick out horizontally from the cone to maximize the floral display. Full, well-branched
habits ensure that many flowers are produced throughout the Summer. An excellent choice to color up sunny,
dry areas and please pollinators.

COLOR CODED® Orange You Awesome
4 1/2” tangerine orange flowers have dark cones

26
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5” wide white flowers with green cones

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

COLOR CODED® The Price is White
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2022

COLOR CODED® Yellow My Darling
4-4 1/2” rich yellow flowers

27

Such a rare color for Echinacea, this selection boasts saturated
cranberry red

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

DOUBLE SCOOP™ Cranberry

2 022

ECHINACEA
DOUBLE SCOOP
Z: 4-9

HT 24-26"

SP 16-22"

™

ESU-LSU

Double pom-pom flowers that don’t bleach out as they age, put on a sizzling hot show of color in the
landscape for several months beginning in early Summer. The fragrant blossoms are long lasting in fresh
bouquets and attract butterflies like a magnet. Drought resistant. Deadheading will prolong the flowering
period. Very hardy plants overwinter well and provide long-lasting garden enjoyment.

DOUBLE SCOOP™ Mandarin
Clean leaves and a unique bloom color.

28
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®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

ECHINACEA

2022

EYE-CATCHER™ ’Canary Feathers'
Z: 4-8

HT 18-20"

SP 14-16"

‘Magnus’
MSU-LSU

This coneflower will certainly “catch your eye!" This single flowering variety has a bold
color, better basal branching compared to older genetics, compact, with large flowers and
horizontal petals. 'Canary Feathers' has large 5" bright yellow flowers are well-branched
and contrast well with the dark green foliage. Color lightens slightly but holds its color
better than other yellow varieties.

Z: 3-8

HT 36"

SP 18-24"

MSU-EF

The classic purple coneflower. Beautiful rose-pink ray petals with a coppery brown, spiky
central cone. Petals are held horizontally, making the flowers appear even bigger. Newer
blooms are more intense in color and lighten to pale rose as they age, lending a bicolor
effect to the entire clump of Echinacea.

‘Purple Emperor’
Z: 4-9

HT 24-36"

SP 24"

ESU

‘Purple Emperor’ produces large, fragrant, saturated magenta purple blossoms on sturdy,
well-branched stems that are held in perfect proportion to the bushy clump of deep green
foliage. As the flowers age, the tips of the petals turn a bit lighter pink, but the center
remains a bright magenta color. This coneflower creates a substantial presence in the
garden when planted singly but is incredible when planted en masse.

29

2½-3", intense orange flowers will make other Echinacea pale
in comparison, with a matching orange cone that really makes
the color pop. Dark green foliage is completely covered with
flowers. One of the best orange Echinacea to date.

®
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SOMBRERO® Adobe Orange

2 022

ECHINACEA
SOMBRERO
Z: 4-9

HT 18-24"

SP 18-24"

®

ESU-MSU

SOMBRERO ® Echinacea are evenly matched for habit and timing, making them a breeze in production. They are
all very well-branched, sturdy plants that bulk up quickly, do not require vernalization to bloom, and are loaded
with buds for a vibrant show of color.

SOMBRERO® Granada Gold
Golden yellow, overlapping flowers contrast with very dark
green leaves.
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SOMBRERO® Lemon Yellow

®

Rich yellow flowers with a copper cone are produced on very
well-branched, sturdy plants. This bulks up quickly and does not
require vernalization to bloom.

2022

SOMBRERO® Salsa Red

SOMBRERO® Sangrita

Softly fragrant, spicy orange-red blossoms with an orange-brown cone. The petals overlap, giving the flowers a
fuller, more polished look.

SOMBRERO® Sangrita has orange flowers that mature to rich
warm red with dark cones. Its foliage is a rich dark green, darker
than SALSA RED
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GERANIUM

'Rozanne'
2 022
Z: 5-8

HT 24-26"

SP 24-36"

LSP-MF

Huge, glowing violet blue, saucer-shaped flowers with distinctive
white eyes and reddish-purple veining are held above mounds
of deep green foliage that is slightly marbled with chartreuse.
Geranium ’Rozanne' is one of the longest blooming perennials
in the garden. It is an amazingly free-flowering cultivar as its
flowers are sterile; it keeps the blooms coming from late Spring
into midFall. Leave plenty of room to grow this wide spreading
perennial. In one season, one vigorous plant will cover a 2-3 sq.
foot area.

'Boom Chocolatta'
Z: 4-8

HT 18-20"

SP 28-30"

ESU-LSU

This hardy Geranium has rich, dark bronze leaves and an upright habit, with blue-purple flowers covering the top of the habit, starting
in early Summer. Compared to older genetics, ‘Boom Chocolatta’ is more vigorous, and has a very refined habit. Use it as a contrast
with green-leaved plants in your sun garden!

HELENIUM
HELIOPSIS

TUSCAN GOLD™
Z: 4-9

Tuscan Sun
HT 24-32"

SP 20-24"

MSU-LSU

A lighter shade of yellow than ’Tuscan Sun’ with a more compact
habit and larger flowers. The well-branched habit flowers for
many weeks, beginning in midSummer. While traditional cultivars
can be consumed by powdery mildew before the conclusion of
flowering, TUSCAN GOLD™ is much more resistant and will stay
nice through the whole season.

MARIACHI™ Fuego
Z: 3-9

HT 20-23"

SP 20-24"

MSU-EF

This compact variety is part of the Mariachi™ Series and features
orange petals with a gold halo surrounding a brown cone.
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Z: 3-9

HT 24-36"

SP 20-24"

MSU-LSU

A beautiful, carefree native cultivar with a refined habit and good
disease resistance. The golden yellow flowers appear beginning
in midSummer and continue for many weeks, attracting bees and
butterflies to the plant. Designers looking for garden movement
should consider ’Tuscan Sun’, which will sway with the wind but
not collapse.

®
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2022

HEMEROCALLIS
'Apricot Sparkes'
Z: 3-9

'Blackthorne'
HT 15"

SP 18-24"

ESU

• 3", apricot, diamond dusted flowers with flawless form
• Petals are edged with attractive ruffling; sepals are smooth
• Prolific bloomer
• Dwarf form; excellent in containers

Z: 3-9

HT 26"

SP 18-24"

MSU

Very light creamy yellow blossoms with a hint of peach display a prominent wine purple eye and
matching picotee edge halfway up the attractively ruffled petals. The broad, rounded, recurved
petals, glowing chartreuse throat, and diamond dusting make this flower even more beautiful.
Branched stems carry the 4½-5" blossoms first in midSummer and then again shortly after the first
round of bloom (though it is not officially registered as a rebloomer).

Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)

Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)

• Very Early Bloomer, blooming in late May - early June.

• Early Midseason Bloomer, blooming in early July.

• Rebloomer, producing a second set of flowers.

• Rebloomer, producing a second set of flowers.

• Dormant foliage.

• Semi-Evergreen foliage.

• Diploid with 22 chromosomes. Most plants are Diploids.

• Tetraploid with 44 chromosomes, twice as many as Diploids. Tetraploids tend to be bigger,
stronger plants.

HEMEROCALLIS
‘Desert Flame'
Z: 3-9

HT 36"

SP 18-24"

MSU

Set your benches and gardens ablaze with the large 5½”, flaming red-orange blossoms of this
reblooming daylily. Its color is so vibrant, you’ll need sunglasses to even look at it! Daylily expert
Arthur Kroll calls ’Desert Flame’ ”the most beautiful in its color class, a terrific daylily”, and we
completely agree! It is an excellent garden performer too, producing its beautifully ruffled, recurved
flowers of excellent substance with a lime green throat and orange stamens first in midseason and
then again later in Fall. This is a taller daylily with very strong, well-budded and branched scapes and
foliage that stays nice looking all season long.
Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)
• Midseason Bloomer, blooming in July.
• Rebloomer, producing a second set of flowers.
• Dormant foliage.
• Tetraploid with 44 chromosomes, twice as many as Diploids. Tetraploids tend to be bigger,
stronger plants.
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2 022

HEMEROCALLIS
‘Erin Lea'

‘Handwriting On The Wall'
Z: 3-9

HT 24"

SP 18-24"

MSU

Z: 3-9

HT 24"

SP 18-24"

MSU-LSU

The broad, rounded flower is a sunny golden yellow complete self - all parts of the flower are the
same color - edged in unusually fringed, frilly ruffles. The petals open flat, making the flowers look
even larger than they are. They remain in this perfect condition all day even though they are open
for at least 16 hours apiece. Strong, well-branched, heavily budded scapes carry the large 5½-6"
blossoms in midseason. In our fields, we noted that this cultivar reblooms in late Summer, though it
is not officially registered as a rebloomer.

Another beautiful daylily from renowned daylily breeder Karol Emmerich! 6" triangular shaped
flowers are peach with a wine purple eye. Like watercolor paint, the purple color blends to lavender
purple toward the yellow throat for a stunning display. A thin, purple picotee edge frames the edge
of the blooms.

Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)

• Midseason Bloomer, blooming in July.

• Midseason Bloomer, blooming in July.
• Rebloomer, producing a second set of flowers.
• Extended Bloom with flowers staying open at least 16 hours.
• Dormant foliage.

Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)

• Rebloomer, producing a second set of flowers.
• Fragrant flowers.
• Semi-Evergreen foliage.
• Tetraploid with 44 chromosomes, twice as many as Diploids. Tetraploids tend to be bigger,
stronger plants.

• Tetraploid with 44 chromosomes, twice as many as Diploids. Tetraploids tend to be bigger,
stronger plants.

HEMEROCALLIS
‘Mighty Chestnut'
Z: 3-9

HT 30"

SP 18-24"

MSU

Aptly named, it produces 5-5½", russet red orange (some describe it as chestnut) blossoms with
a deep burgundy eye and gold throat atop strong, well-branched and budded scapes. The broad,
rounded, ruffled petals open wide to reveal the perfect flower form. It’s even fragrant! A highly
attractive daylily not to be missed! Dormant tetraploid. Extended bloom.
Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)
• Late Midseason Bloomer, blooming in late July.
• Extended Bloom with flowers staying open at least 16 hours.
• Fragrant flowers.
• Dormant foliage.
• Tetraploid with 44 chromosomes, twice as many as Diploids. Tetraploids tend to be bigger,
stronger plants.
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‘Passion for Red'
Z: 3-9

HT 27"

SP 18-24"

MSU

Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)
• Early Midseason Bloomer, blooming in early July.
• Rebloomer, producing a second set of flowers.

®

Representing a breeding advancement in red daylilies, this daylily produces very sunfast, extremely
vibrant red flowers with a contrasting yellow eye/throat zone that is visible on all 6 tepals. For
designers who are particular about their shades of red, this is more of an orange-red than a blue-red.
Very large 6¾", fragrant blossoms put on a terrific show in early midseason with some rebloom later
in the Summer. Thick, 3-4-way branched scapes carry buds which open over time rather than all at
once, extending the bloom time and showing off each fabulous flower to its fullest potential. ’Passion
for Red’ is considered by some to be one of the very best red daylilies available today.

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

HEMEROCALLIS

2022

• Fragrant flowers.
• Semi-Evergreen foliage.
• Tetraploid with 44 chromosomes, twice as many as Diploids. Tetraploids tend to be bigger,
stronger plants.

HEMEROCALLIS
‘Rock Solid'
Z: 3-9

‘Star of the North'
HT 27"

SP 18-24"

ESU-LSU

An impressive, reliable daylily in terms of both performance and attractiveness. Light mauve flowers
have an extremely wide, dark purple eye and a matching dark purple picotee edge. ’Rock Solid' has a
very high bud count and well branched scapes.

Z: 3-9

HT 34"

SP 18-24"

MSU-LSU

A uniquely shaped daylily that is easily recognizable in a crowd. Triangular, pale-yellow petals have a
large wine purple eye and a razor thin wine purple edge. An improved ’El Desperado', this variety has
an improved flower form, a higher bud count, good branching, rebloom, and a slightly earlier bloom
season compared to its predecessor.

Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)
• Early Midseason Bloomer, blooming in early July.
• Rebloomer, producing a second set of flowers.
• Very Fragrant flowers.
• Dormant foliage.
• Tetraploid with 44 chromosomes, twice as many as Diploids. Tetraploids tend to be bigger,
stronger plants.

Characteristics (Compared to Other Daylilies)
• Midseason Bloomer, blooming in July.
• Rebloomer, producing a second set of flowers.
• Fragrant flowers.
• Dormant foliage.
• Tetraploid with 44 chromosomes, twice as many as Diploids. Tetraploids tend to be bigger,
stronger plants.
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RAINBOW RHYTHM® Going Bananas
4” canary yellow flowers. Excellent rebloomer, first to bloom.

®

2 022

Z: 3-9

HEMEROCALLIS
RAINBOW RHYTHM
HT 20-34"

SP 18-24"

®

MSU-EF

Daylilies are one of the most resilient perennials that can be placed in a landscape, and it is one of the reasons their
popularity has endured throughout the years. RAINBOW RHYTHM ® Daylilies thrive with little attention and offer vivid
color displays beginning in early Summer.
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RAINBOW RHYTHM® King of the Ages

RAINBOW RHYTHM® Nosferatu

6 1/2” polychrome flowers are a mix of butter-yellow, peach,
and apricot with burgundy red eyes and a matching picotee
edge. Award winner.

6” fragrant, shimmering dark purple blossoms. Award winner.
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2022

RAINBOW RHYTHM® ’Orange Smoothie

RAINBOW RHYTHM® Ruby Spider

RAINBOW RHYTHM® Storm Shelter

4” mango orange flowers. Excellent rebloomer.

9” massive dark ruby red flowers. Multiple award winner.

5” eggplant purple flowers with a massive dark eye. Award winner.

RAINBOW RHYTHM® Tiger Swirl
6 1/2-7” golden yellow flowers have long, spider-type petals.
Award winner.
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HEUCHERA
COLLECTIONS
Heuchera are one of the most popular shade perennials for today’s gardens. They are
versatile, foliage-first plants with a long season of interest. These plants like to be situated
in moist but well-drained soil (they do not like to “sit wet”). Typically, the lighter the leaf
color, the more shade is required. Varieties with dark colors are more tolerant of full sun
conditions.
DOLCE® Series: Moderate Sized Foliage colors of chartreuse, red, purple, silver, caramel,
and mint green Predominately flat leaves; ’Apple Twist’ and ’Cherry Truffles’ have notable
ruffling ’Silver Gumdrop’ and ’Spearmint’ are best for bloom with flower scapes that dry to
hold their color after bloom has finished.
PRIMO® Series: Large Sized Foliage colors of chartreuse, red, orange, black, and purple
Large, predominately flat leaves are well rounded ’Mahogany Monster’ and ‘Pretty
Pistachio’ have notable flowering performances, the former with massive scapes and the
latter with large pink clusters.
DRESSED UP™ Series: Large Sized Foliage colors of black and chartreuse Leaves are large,
heavily ruffled Excellent landscape and container presence. Very versatile in their use
thanks to leaves with exceptional texture and long-lasting color.
FUN AND GAMES® Series: Moderate Sized Foliage colors of chartreuse, red, and orange
Heuchera x Tiarella hybrids Leaves range from deeply lobed to serrated ‘Eye Spy’ is the
best for bloom with a long season of free flowering bubblegum pink scapes.
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Z: 4-9

HEUCHERA
DRESSED UP
HT 10-14"

SP 20-28"

MSU

2022

Heuchera in the DRESSED UP ™ Series have heavily ruffled foliage and large habits. This series has excellent landscape
presence, site in well-drained soil to increase longevity. Compared with the PRIMO® Series, these Heuchera have
ruffled as opposed to flat foliage.

DRESSED UP™ Evening Gown

Huge glossy black leaves with ruffled margins
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DOLCE® Appletini
Medium sized, lime green leaves with a silver overlay. Stunning
dark rose red stems hold rich ruby red flowers.

®

2 022

HEUCHERA
DOLCE
®

Z: 4-9

HT 8-12"

SP 16-24"

MSU

DOLCE ® Heuchera (Coral Bells) are extremely versatile perennials that provide much needed color to
most garden spaces. These plants are mainly grown for their foliage color, but can also be enjoyed
for their attractive flowers in Summer (depending on the variety). DOLCE ® are smaller stature plants,
appropriate for use in containers and small spaces in the garden.
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DOLCE® Apple Twist

DOLCE® ’Cherry Truffles

Chartreuse yellow foliage is rippled; newly emerging leaves
have red veining.

Mahogany red leaves are heavily ruffled.
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2022

DOLCE® Silver Gumdrop

DOLCE® Spearmint

DOLCE® Toffee Tart

Silver, iridescent leaves have a semi-glossy finish. Vibrant, bright
pink flowers.

Silvery green leaves. Bicolor pink flowers.

Ginger caramel leaves with a silver overlay. Creamy white flowers.

DOLCE® Wildberry
Glossy, bold purple leaves have charcoal veining.
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PRIMO® Black Pearl
Ruffled jet-black foliage is glossy, with rosy purple undersides.

®

HEUCHERA
PRIMO
®

2 022

Z: 4-9

HT 10-12"

SP 24-32"

MSU

Gardeners and landscapers alike can appreciate the size and vigor of PRIMO® Heuchera. These
Heuchera do not need to be planted at the front of the border or in groups to make a significant
landscape impact as all members of this series were selected for their ability to grow to incredible
size. Mature versions of these plants will have leaves larger than your hand and habits comparable
to a medium sized Hosta. A perfect complement to the DOLCE ® Series, PRIMO ® Heuchera have a
more sizeable landscape presence with large, vigorous habits. These large-leafed varieties will make
a statement all season long as they were chosen for their color fastness and heat tolerance.

PRIMO® Mahogany Monster
Massive glossy, mahogany red leaves.
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2022

PRIMO® Peachberry Ice
Large apricot orange leaves have a silver overlay.

PRIMO® Pretty Pistachio

PRIMO® Wild Rose

Chartreuse foliage transitions to lime in Summer. Giant pink flower clusters.

Rose purple foliage. Rosy pink flowers.
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FUN AND GAMES® Eye Spy
Amber yellow leaves with deep rose centers. Bubblegum pink
flowers are free-flowering, earlier blooming than the DOLCE®
and PRIMO® Heuchera series.

®

2 022

Z: 4-9

HEUCHERELLA
FUN AND GAMES
HT 8-10"

SP 16-24"

®

LSP-MSU

A Heucherella is a hybrid of the genus Heuchera and Tiarella. From Heuchera, Heucherella get a wide variety of
foliage colors and from Tiarella they gain additional leaf shapes and central patterns. The FUN AND GAMES®
Collection takes full advantage of these new color and leaf features with three unique selections. As foliar plants,
these perennials hold their interest for a long time and are perfect for mixed containers.

FUN AND GAMES® Hopscotch
Bronze red leaves have very serrated margins.
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FUN AND GAMES® Red Rover
Coppery red foliage is deeply lobed.
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SUMMERIFIC® Ballet Slippers
7” ruffled white flowers have blush pink edges and a deep red
eye. Bright green, serrated foliage.

Z: 4-9

HIBISCUS
SUMMERIFIC
HT 40-65"

SP 36-60"

®

MSU-EF

Hardy SUMMERIFIC ® Hibiscus have the potential to make a major impact on any landscape to which they are
added. Each variety produces a profusion of blooms for many weeks beginning in the middle of Summer, creating
an excellent backdrop for other end-of-year plants. When not in bloom, the dark leaf varieties of the collection
provide excellent contrast against the normal garden green. These plants are late to emerge but fast growers
when they do!

SUMMERIFIC® Berry Awesome
7-8” wide lavender pink flowers have red eyes and contrasting
midnight green foliage.
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Pleasant View Gardens has developed ColorSmart™,
the exciting new program that leverages our 40+ years of
growing expertise and our partnership with genetics-leader,
Proven Winners®, to deliver bulked 1-gallon and 3-gallo
perennials and shrubs cracking with color in seasonal blocks.
2022

SUMMERIFIC® Cherry Choco Latte
8-9” flowers are the largest of the collection with intense deep
pink veining radiating from a large red eye.

SUMMERIFIC® Candy Crush
8” bubblegum pink flowers have a near-black, dark red eye. Upright, columnar habit.

SUMMERIFIC® Evening Rose
8” puckered flowers are hot pink and stand out on near black
foliage. Gumdrop-like habit flowers from top to bottom.
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SUMMERIFIC® Edge of Night
7-8” bubblegum pink flowers. Jet black foliage is the darkest
we’ve seen on a Hardy Hibiscus.

SUMMERIFIC® Cranberry Crush
7-8” wide flowers are deep scarlet red. Deep green, maple-like
leaves cover an upright, columnar habit.
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SUMMERIFIC® Holy Grail
8-9” flowers are a rich, deep red. Near black foliage is covered
with flowers from top to bottom while in bloom.

HIBISCUS

SUMMERIFIC® French Vanilla

SUMMERIFIC® Perfect Storm

SUMMERIFIC® Spinderella

7-8” creamy custard yellow, ruffled flowers have prominent red
eyes. Yellow flower buds. Deep green foliage

7-8” white flowers have bright red eyes and pink veining; each
petal is edged in pink. Exceptionally dark foliage.

8” white pinwheel flowers have pink accented edges and dark
red eyes. Dark green leaves.
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HOSTA
‘Age Of Gold'
Z: 3-9

‘August Moon'
HT 25"

SP 58"

MSU

A large gold Hosta from renowned Hosta breeder Hans Hansen. With golden yellow leaves, this is
the perfect specimen for making a statement in the shade with its upright spreading habit and large
smooth leaves. In midSummer, near white, tubular flowers appear with a very faint pale lavender
central pattern on the interior petals. Plant in morning sun or filtered shade for best yellow color.

Z: 3-9

HT 20"

SP 42"

MSU-LSU

• Large, heart-shaped leaves are bright gold to chartreuse depending on the amount of sun
exposure
• They are corrugated, wavy, and of good substance making them slug resistant
• Tolerates full sun which will intensify the gold color of the leaves
• Pale lavender, open bell-shaped flowers are prolifically produced on 24" scapes in mid to late
Summer

HOSTA
‘Beyond Glory'
Z: 3-9

‘Captain Kirk'
HT 16"

SP 40"

MSU

This sport of ’Old Glory’ goes above and beyond its parent with its attractive, very wide, dark green
margins. The margins measure about 3” at the widest point, more than twice the width than those of
’Old Glory’. Pale lavender flowers appear above the clump in midSummer.

Z: 3-9

HT 20"

SP 36"

MSU

• An impressive, eye-catching large hosta; makes an excellent specimen plant
• An improved sport of ’Gold Standard' with much wider, dark green margins, gold centers, and
heavier substance
• Pale lavender flowers appear on 30" scapes in midSummer
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HOSTA
‘First Dance'
Z: 3-9

‘Great Expectations'
HT 24"

SP 58"

MSU-LSU

This sport of ’Dancing Queen' has a wide yellow center and green margins. Rippled leaf margins,
varying from ¼ to ½" wide, jet into the leaf center, giving the plant a graceful appearance. This
hosta forms an upright mound-shape clump. The intense yellow centers mellow to chartreuse by
midSummer. Pale lavender flowers appear above the foliage mid to late Summer on arching flower
scapes. A great specimen plant for the shade garden.

Z: 3-9

HT 20"

SP 40"

ESU-MSU

• Lives up to its name! A slow grower, but well worth the wait
• Thick, puckered, broadly ovate leaves are slug resistant
• Wide, irregular, blue-green margins surround an ever-changing center; starts out chartreuse
in the Spring, turns to yellow, then to creamy yellow, and finally to white (colors vary with light
levels)
• Fern green streaks are painted between the margin and center of each leaf; every leaf is unique
• Dense masses of white flowers are displayed just above the foliage on 24" scapes in early to
midSummer
•

HOSTA
‘Humpback Whale'
Z: 3-9

HT 36"

‘One Last Dance'
SP 7'

ESU

‘Humpback Whale’ forms a massive, dome-shaped mound of blue green, corrugated, heart-shaped
leaves. Its color is bluest in the Springtime. Blue-green scapes carry near-white, bell-shaped flowers
in early Summer.

Z: 3-9

HT 16"

SP 38"

ESU-MSU

This sport of ’Dancing Queen’ has dark green centers and very wide yellow margins. The dramatic
margins have irregular patterns varying from ½ to 2½” creating a very feathery look. The intense
yellow margins mellow to chartreuse by midSummer. Pale lavender flowers appear above the foliage
mid to late Summer. A great specimen plant for the shade garden.
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AHGS SIZE: MEDIUM
FLHT 12-16"

FOHT 12"
SP 24"

®
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SHADOWLAND® Autumn Frost

Leaves emerge frosty blue with a wide, bright yellow margin
that lightens to creamy white. Light lavender flowers.

2 022

Z: 3-9

HOSTA
SHADOWLAND

®

ESU-LSU

Spotting the differences between a good Hosta and a great Hosta are sometimes difficult to see. The bright,
wide margins of ’Autumn Frost’ are immediately eye-catching but understanding the value of the corrugated
leaves on ’Diamond Lake’ can’t be captured in a single snapshot moment; nor can the sun tolerance it has
compared to older varieties. SHADOWLAND ® Hostas were selected not only for the visual traits, but also those
that ensure long lasting and consistent garden performance.

SHADOWLAND® Coast to Coast

SHADOWLAND® Diamond Lake

AHGS SIZE: GIANT

AHGS SIZE: LARGE

FLHT 36"

FOHT 30"
SP 36"

Foliage emerges gold and lightens with more sun exposure.
Leaves become thick and puckered with wavy edges.
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FLHT 25-28"

FOHT 17"
SP 45"

Blue Hosta with attractive, heart-shaped, and heavily
corrugated leaves. Leaves can get up to 9” wide by 11” long.
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SHADOWLAND® Empress Wu
AHGS SIZE: GIANT
FLHT 48"

FOHT 36-48"
SP 60-72"

One of the largest Hostas on the market. At maturity the leaves
can reach a massive 11/2’ wide and long.

SHADOWLAND® Hope Springs Eternal
AHGS SIZE: LARGE
FLHT 47"

FOHT 22"
SP 24-32"

Heart-shaped, blue horizontal leaves have a crisp creamy white
margin. Ruffles the length of the leaves.

SHADOWLAND® Etched Glass
AHGS SIZE: MEDIUM
FLHT 36"

FOHT 18"

SP 36"

Sport of ’Stained Glass’ with wider margins and thicker leaves.
Very large and fragrant near-white flowers.
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SHADOWLAND® Hudson Bay

SHADOWLAND® Miss America

AHGS SIZE: LARGE

AHGS SIZE: LARGE

FLHT 26"

FOHT 24"
SP 24"

Wide, bright blue-green margins and apple-green jetting along
the cream centers. The foliage is of heavy substance.

SHADOWLAND® Seducer
AHGS SIZE: LARGE
FLHT 36-40"

FOHT 26"
SP 36"

Dark green foliage has slightly ruffled, gold margins and a trace
of white between the margins. Near-white, tubular flowers.
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FLHT 55-61"

FOHT 19"
SP 55"

Medium green, heart-shaped leaves with white centers and light
green intermediate streaking.

®

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

SHADOWLAND® Waterslide
AHGS SIZE: MEDIUM
FLHT 17"

FOHT 14"

SP 32"

Wavy leaves with heavy substance. Rippled leaves hold blue
color well into the Summer season. Lavender flowers.

2022

SHADOWLAND® Wheee!
AHGS SIZE: MEDIUM
FLHT 24"

FOHT 11-18"

SP 28-30"

An extremely ruffled Hosta. Cream colored margins extend
from the tip of each leaf down the petiole to the crown.

SHADOWLAND® Wu-La-La
AHGS SIZE: GIANT
FLHT 48"

FOHT 36-48"
SP 60-72"

Variegated sport of ’Empress Wu’. Fertilize and water well to
reach its full-size potential.
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MIRACLE® Grandeur

2 022

HYPERICUM
MIRACLE
®

Z: 6-9

HT 28-32"

SP 24-30"

LSP-MSU

A series known for striking, ornamental berries. Plants are graced with bright yellow flowers during
the Summer months and with berries that attract birds and other wildlife in late-Summer through
Fall. Plant in a sunny location in the middle garden. May be pruned to shape in Spring. Miracle
Night has deep green foliage that blushes to red. All other varieties have dark green foliage.

MIRACLE® Horizon
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MIRACLE® Primo

KNIPHOFIA
PYROMANIA® Flashpoint
Z: 5-9

HT 30-42"

SP 30"

ESU-LSU

PYROMANIA® ’Flashpoint’ will set your landscape on fire beginning in early Summer with a profusion of
flower spikes. Chartreuse yellow buds mature to creamy white as the flowers open. Earlier blooming than
most Kniphofia, PYROMANIA® ’Flashpoint’ has an intermediate height. It is narrower than it is tall; one of the
few perennials that will provide height in a small space without Falling over in Fall.
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2 022

LAVANDULA
‘Essence Purple'
Z: 5-9

HT 18"

‘Hidcote'
SP 18-24"

ESU-EF

‘Essence Purple’ forms a perfect rounded ball-shaped, uniform, dense clump of green, aromatic
foliage. In our trials, the plants retained their shape all season without opening or discoloring.
It starts to bloom about 10 days earlier than standard Lavenders such as ’Hidcote’, producing a
profusion of bright blueberry colored flower spikes for many weeks. The stems are just the right
length for cutting for fresh or dried bouquets.

Z: 5-9

HT 16-18"

SP 12-15"

MSU-EF

Deep violet-purple flower spikes fill the air with their sweet, intoxicating fragrance all Summer
long. Though this cultivar has been grown for over 50 years, it remains one of the most popular
today. Its compact habit and relatively short stature make it a good choice for edging. It is very
similar to ’Munstead.'

LAVANDULA
‘Lavance Deep Purple'
Z: 5-9

HT 16-18"

SWEET ROMANCE®
SP 20-24"

ESU-EF

One of the darkest hued lavenders from seed. Deep purple-blue flowers do not bleach during the
Summer, according to Pan American Seed. This variety certainly tickled our fancy during our trials,
and we're sure you'll have success in your gardens as well. Deer and rabbits tend to avoid this highly
scented plant, so you're sure to enjoy it all Summer long.
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Z: 5-9

HT 12-18"

SP 12-18"

ESU-EF

Gardeners around the world have been growing lavender for centuries for its intensely fragrant
flowers, beautiful appearance, and ease of culture. Along comes the improved variety, SWEET
ROMANCE®, which begins to flower earlier in the season, typically in early Summer and lasts into
early Fall.
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AMAZING DAISIES® Banana Cream
The 4-5” wide flowers are lemon yellow when they open,
brightening to creamy white as they mature. An extra row of ray
petals gives the flowers a fuller appearance than single varieties.

®

2022

Z: 5-9

LEUCANTHEMUM
AMAZING DAISIES

HT 12-24"

SP 14-24"

®

ESU-LSU

Shasta Daisies are all-time favorites for the perennial border. They mix so effortlessly with other perennials that no garden
should be without them! The varieties of the AMAZING DAISIES® collection produce flowers at each axillary shoot,
allowing them to fully bloom over the top of their habits and continue to do so prolifically all Summer long.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slo
moving, out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your be
draining your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving righ
and drawing customers into your store. This is why Pleasant V
Gardens has developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new progra
leverages
AMAZING DAISIES® Banana Cream II

AMAZING DAISIES® DAISY MAY®

AMAZING DAISIES® Spun Silk

Flower buds are lemon yellow and open to 4" creamy white flowers.

3” wide, single, pure white flowers. Exceptional rebloom.

4 1/2” white flowers are made of narrow fringed petals.
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‘Highland White Dream'

®
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LEUCANTHEMUM

Z: 5-9

HT 24-30"

SP 24-30"

ESU-LSU

Often compared to the award-winning ’Becky', this selection
displays the same exemplary garden performance. Very large,
4", white flowers are semi-double and are held on starkly
upright stems.

2 022

‘Sante'
Z: 4-9

HT 22-26"

SP 18-20"

LSP-LSU

Impressively hardy variety of a perennial garden classic! Double,
pure white flowers with yellow centers. Strong stems make an
excellent cut flower. Upright habit.
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LIATRIS
Kobold Original
Z: 3-9

HT 18-24"

SP 12-14"

ESU-MSU

In all, Liatris is a very strong vertical accent and ’Kobold' is one of the best selections available for border
gardens. It is a staple item for cutting gardens; it adds a bright, vertical element to bouquets.

LIGULARIA
Bottle Rocket
Z: 4-9

HT 28-34"

SP 24-28"

MSU

A perfectly proportioned Ligularia, this variety improves over many market standards with stems that flower
at the height of the foliage, leaving no bare stem exposed. The best flowering performance will come from
consistent watering - a characteristic held over from its bog plant roots.
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Staircase Blue
Tall spires of blue flowers appear in late Spring.

®

2 022

LUPINUS
STAIRCASE
Z: 4-9

HT 18-24"

SP 18-24"

LSP-MSU

The compact Staircase™ series offers long lasting flowers with day neutral timing.
Plants will rebloom until night temperatures reach above 22C (72F).
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Staircase Blue Yellow

Staircase Orange

Showy, dense flower spikes of blue and yellow add a colorful
vertical accent to perennial beds

Tall spires of orange flowers emerge from rose colored buds in
late Spring.
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2022

Staircase Red
Showy, dense flower spikes of red add a colorful
vertical accent to perennial beds

Staircase Red White
Staircase Yellow

Showy, dense flower spikes of red and white

Showy, dense flower spikes of yellow

Staircase Rose White
Tall spires of pink and white flowers appear in
late Spring.
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WESTCOUNTRY™ Blacksmith

2 022

Dark purple and white bicolor.

LUPINUS
WESTCOUNTRY
Z: 4-9

HT 24-36"

SP 24"

™

LSP-ESU

Strong stems shouldn’t need staking like seed propagated varieties. Great selection of unique colors.
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WESTCOUNTRY™ Manhattan Lights

WESTCOUNTRY™ Persian Slipper

Bicolor of purple bells and yellow standards.

Lovely lagoon blue with white fleck. Compact habit.
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WESTCOUNTRY™ Rachel De Thame
Pink and white bicolor. Tall and strong, late flowering season.

WESTCOUNTRY™ Towering Inferno

Flaming rich orange red bells, yellow flecked standard.
Early season.
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Light amethyst purple flowers with darker interior spots
on its petals.

®
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‘Leading Lady Amethyst’

2 022

Z: 4-8

MONARDA
LEADING LADY
HT 10 -14"

SP 22-28"

ESU-MSU

Monarda are commonly called Bee Balm because of their incredible popularity with pollinators while in bloom. These
native plants are commonly found in sunny areas but can tolerate light shade. Watering and fertilizing well will increase
the length and number of flowers during bloom.
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‘Leading Lady Orchid’

‘Leading Lady Pink’

‘Leading Lady Plum’

Orchid pink blossoms.

Bright pink flowers with lighter interiors that clearly show off the
spots on its petals.

Magenta purple blossoms.
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‘Pardon My Cerise’
Dark cherry red flowers.

®

Z: 4-8

MONARDA
PARDON MY
HT 14-18"

SP 22-28"

2022

MSU-LSU

No room for the tall, bushy, traditional Bee Balm in your garden? Here is a series of moderately sized selections that are
easy to tuck into your landscape. Reaching just a little over a foot tall at maturity, these compact selections form bushy,
well-branched clumps of green, semi-glossy foliage. All members of this series have shown good resistance to powdery
mildew when compared with older varieties.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slo
moving, out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your be
draining your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving righ
and drawing customers into your store. This is why Pleasant V
Gardens has developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new progra
leverages
‘Pardon My Lavender’

‘Pardon My Purple’

‘Pardon My Rose’

Light lavender pink flowers.

Fuchsia purple flowers.

Intense rose pink flowers.
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2 022

NEPETA
’Cat’s Pajamas’
Z: 3-8

HT 17-20"

SP 18-20"

ESU-EF

A purr-fect Catmint for fans of ’Cat’s Meow’ who love the look but want a smaller scale version. In addition to
being a little over half the height, ‘Cat’s Pajamas’ also blooms about 2-3 weeks earlier than ’Cat’s Meow’. Unlike
older varieties, ‘Cat’s Pajamas’ has blooms from the soil to the tips of the stems.

ORIGANUM
’Drops of Jupiter’
’Cat’s Meow’
Z: 3-8

Z: 4-9

HT 12-14"

SP 24-36"

MSU-EF

‘Cat’s Meow’ has everything today’s gardeners are looking for: a low maintenance, drought tolerant, deer resistant,
long blooming perennial that looks great all season. Its small, grey-green, aromatic leaves are topped with wellbranched stems carrying spikes of sky-blue flowers with purple calyxes.
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HT 24"

SP 36"

MSU-EF

When planted in full sun, the leaves of ’Drops of Jupiter’ are
chartreuse yellow. Later in the Summer, mauve pink flowers are
held on purple calyxes. The calyxes hold after the flowers are spent
and extend the attractiveness late into Fall. Its leaves are edible
but will not have as intense of a flavor as its cousins.

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

‘Delfts Blue Riding Hood'
Flowers are pure blue.

®

Z: 5-9

PENSTEMON
‘RIDING HOOD'
HT 24-30"

SP 18-24"

2022

ESU-EF

This new, distinctive selection has a vigorous, upright, and compact habit. The ’Riding Hood’ Series of Beardtongue
provides Winter-hardy plants with a long flowering period and lots of showy flowers. This hybrid selection forms a
low clump of thick, glossy green foliage, with upright spikes appearing in early Summer. Excellent choice for perennial
borders and cutting gardens.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slo
moving, out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your be
draining your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving righ
and drawing customers into your store. This is why Pleasant V
Gardens has developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new progra
leverages
‘Lavender Riding Hood'

‘Purple Riding Hood'

‘Red Riding Hood'

An abundance of huge, lavender tubular flowers on long stems
covers this attractive perennial from late Spring through Summer

Freely flowering with dark red purple and dark blue flowers
arranged on strong stems.

Flowers are bright red.
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PEROVSKIA

2 022

H

Denim 'n Lace
Z: 4-9

HT 28-32"

SP 34-38"

MSU-MF

Gardeners have long loved Russian Sage for its airy texture and the ability to blend with pretty much any flower color. However, the cultivars available
tended to be too large to fit in your garden or the stems wouldn’t be strong enough and they would flop over. Enter ’Denim’n Lace’! These flower
stems will hold up to any weather condition.

Sage Advice'
Z: 4-9

HT 32-36"

SP 28-32"

MSU-MF

Rich lavender purple flowers are produced on strong, upright plants filled with oval-shaped, notched leaves. This is early to bloom just like its
counterpart ’Denim’n Lace’. Compared to ’Denim’n Lace’, this is a slightly taller variety with darker purple calyxes and broader leaves, compared to the
dissected leaves of the former.
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PENSTEMON

2022

H

Midnight Masquerade
Z: 3-8

HT 36-40"

SP 28-32"

ESU

A native perennial with a myriad of practical landscape uses, ‘Midnight Masquerade’ comes from prairie roots and is naturally tolerant to heat, wind, and
drought. This plant sends its flowers high in early Summer to be easily seen by pollinators. Though this plant sways with the wind and provides excellent
garden movement, it will not collapse.

PHLOX
’Cloudburst’
Z: 4-8

HT 28"

SP 42"

ESU-LSU

A truly one-of-a-kind Tall Cushion Phlox, ‘Cloudburst’ finds itself somewhere in the middle of what’s been seen before. It’s
tall, billowy habit flowers nearly to the ground. The initial flush of flowers appears like a dome of color in early Summer,
with rebloom through the end of the season. An excellent perennial for attracting pollinators.
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2 022

PHLOX
OPENING ACT

‘Opening Act Blush’
Lavender pink flowers.

Z: 4-8

HT 18-26"

SP 24-32"

ESU-MSU

Tall Garden hybrid Phlox are a mainstay in the midSummer sun garden, but for those who can’t wait, this hybrid Phlox
series starts early. It boasts a longer season of color in addition to being earlier blooming, with flowers typically appearing
from early Summer well into midSummer, with rebloom into early Fall. The glossy foliage is mildew and disease resistant
and will hold up to heat and humidity.
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‘Opening Act Pink-a-Dot’

‘Opening Act Ultrapink’

‘Opening Act White’

Near white flowers with a central pink star pattern.

Fluorescent rose pink flowers.

Pure white flowers.
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LUMINARY™ Backlight
Pure white flowers are produced in well-defined panicles at the
top of a perfect habit.

®

Z: 3-8

PHLOX
LUMINARY
HT 30-36"

SP 24-32"

2022

™

MSU-LSU

Tall Garden Phlox are a staple of Summer gardens with their big, brightly colored panicles. These plants have become
essentials when planning a pollinator or native inspired garden. LUMINARY ™ Phlox ensure that whether you’re planting for
purpose or for pleasure, you get performance. Selected for mildew resistance and rebloom, these varieties will give you
more flowers and cleaner plants.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slo
moving, out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your be
draining your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving righ
and drawing customers into your store. This is why Pleasant V
Gardens has developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new progra
LUMINARY™ Opalescence

LUMINARY™ Ultraviolet

The flagship variety of the LUMINARY™ Collection and the new
gold standard of powdery mildew resistance. Light pink flowers
with dark pink eyes are produced over dark green leaves.

Very dark, magenta violet flower panicles. An improvement on the
industry standard ’Nicky’, with darker stems and buds, bronzed
leaves, more floriferous performance, and better resistance to
powdery mildew.
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GARDEN GIRLS™ Cover Girl
Z: 3-8

HT 38-42"

SP 24-28"

MSU-LSU

Lavender purple flowers with a white halo at centers.

®

2 022

PHLOX
GARDEN GIRLS

™

Admired for years because of its beautiful, long-lasting floral display. More importantly, known for disease resistance,
specifically mildew that often plagues Tall Garden Phlox. These varieties power through hot, humid Summers with ease
and are one of our most powdery mildew resistant cultivars. GARDEN GIRLS™ varieties proudly display their dark green
foliage well into Fall.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slowout-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your bench and
your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving right on time
drawing customers into your store. This is why Pleasant View
ens has developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new program that
leverages
GARDEN GIRL™ Glamour Girls
Z: 3-8

HT 32"

SP 18-24"

MSU-LSU

This beauty stands tall, proudly showing off large panicles of hot coral pink flowers held on dark purple stems. The oldest
flowers in the panicles are a beautiful shade of light coral pink.
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SPRING BLING™ Pink Sparkles
Soft, baby pink flowers with lighter halos at the centers.
The earliest of the series to bloom with the largest flowers
(1½")-double the size of most other P. subulata types.

2022

Z: 4-8

PHLOX
SPRING BLING

HT 4-8"

SP 24-28"

™

LSP

These Spring hybrid groundcovers take creeping Phlox to the next level of refinement and beauty. Beautifully mounded
habits look better later into the Spring season-you'll want to show off these beauties like your finest jewelry.

SPRING BLING™ Rose Quartz

SPRING BLING™ Ruby Riot

Large, rose pink flowers (1-1¼"). A deeper shade than ’Pink
Sparkles' but lighter than ’Ruby Riot'.

Reddish pink flowers with darker eyes at the center.
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PHLOX

2 022

‘Violet Pinwheels'
Z: 4-8

HT 4-5"

SP 24-36"

MSP-LSP

This groundcover hybrid Phlox is a hybrid that behaves similarly to Phlox subulata, but with a more intense, fantastic flower color than
you would expect from the classic varieties. Violet purple flowers nearly glow with intensity when it is in bloom. Compared to ’Purple
Beauty’ (P. subulata), the flowers are slightly smaller, but a richer, more intense shade of purple. The notched, upturned petals look like
tiny pinwheels, especially with movement from the wind. This groundcover Phlox grows lower to the ground, spreads slowly, and is more
restrained that varieties like ’Purple Beauty’ or ’Blue Emerald’. Perfect for rock gardens or the front of the border.

POLEMONIUM

PULMONARIA

’Heaven Scent’
Z: 3-7

HT 18-24"

SP 15-18"

LSP

This variety forms a mound of green, fern-like foliage
with deep purple highlights from Spring into Summer. The
foliage grows about 12” tall and is topped by clusters of
lightly fragrant, blue flowers. Though most Polemoniums
prefer afternoon shade, ‘Heaven Scent’ can handle full sun
in Northern regions with a good supply of moisture.

'Spot On'
Z: 3-9

HT 14-16"

SP 18-20"

LSP

The flowers of 'Spot On' open a unique deep salmon pink (nearly orange) that matures to a rich blue color. This is one of
the first Pulmonaria to have near-orange flower buds. Silver speckling dusts the green leaves. Use the speckled foliage as
an accent for other shade plants after its bloom season.
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RUDBECKIA

Z: 4-9

HT 22-26"

SP 40-44"

MSU-EF

2020 All America Selections Perennial Award Winner.
Finally, Black Eyed Susans that are resistant to the Septoria
leaf spot! Thanks to the thinner and hairier leaves, this
hybrid Rudbeckia shows no signs of the fungus even in
wet, humid conditions. A dome-like habit of golden yellow
flowers with black centers are produced heavily from July to
September with some color until frost. Destined to be the
new staple for landscapes!

2022

‘Goldsturm’
Z: 4-10

HT 22-36"

SP 18-24"

MSU-EF

Black Eyed Susans have a long season of bloom and a
sturdy, upright habit. The gold daisy-like flowers have a
distinct dark brown central cone and are held on branching
stems. Do not deadhead these cones if you want Winter
interest since the black seed heads remain attractive
throughout the Winter and the seeds provide a source of
food for small birds.
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COLOR SPIRES® Back to the Fuchsia

®

Fuchsia pink flowers on charcoal stems.

2 022

Z: 3 -8

SALVIA
COLOR SPIRES

HT 18-22"

SP 18-24"

®

LSP-ESU

This collection contains a mixture of S. nemorosa and S. pratensis hybrids. Members of the COLOR SPIRES®
collection have excellent vigor and basal branching to form full, well-rounded plants. These robust varieties have
substantial landscape presence and are a favorite of pollinators. Perennial Salvia are generally unbothered by
browsing deer and rabbits.

COLOR SPIRES® Indiglo Girl
Indigo blue flowers in dark calyxes.

COLOR SPIRES® Azure Snow
Deep violet-blue and white bicolor flowers.
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COLOR SPIRES® Snow Kiss

Snow white flowers have soft pink lips.

®

Cotton candy pink flowers.

COLORSMART PERENNIALS

COLOR SPIRES® Pink Dawn

2022

COLOR SPIRES® Violet Riot
Vivid violet blue flowers.
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Z: 3 -8

SALVIA
PROFUSION

HT 16-20"

SP 16-20"

‘Perfect Profusion’
Icy blue flowers.

LSP-ESU

This flagship series of Perennial Salvia is in a class of its own! These S. nemorosa hybrids rebloom profusely and
multiple times throughout the Summer if the spent flower stems are cut back. The sheer density of flower stems will
certainly catch your eye as you walk past! These are easy to grow perennials that are mostly unbothered by deer and
rabbits. This is the perfect perennial series to kick off your Summer garden!
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‘Pink Profusion’

‘Violet Profusion’

‘White Profusion’

Dark pink flowers.

Violet blue flowers.

Pure white flowers.
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SEDUM

2022

AUTUMN DELIGHT™
Z: 3-9

HT 18-24"

SP 18-24"

MSU-EF

AUTUMN DELIGHT™ is a reliable choice for the late Summer and Fall garden. It offers foliage interest early in the season, then a lovely
display of flowers in the Fall. Features an upright habit with a mound of chartreuse leaves with a thin blue-green edges. Light colored
buds open to large clusters of light pink flowers covering foliage in late Summer. Seed heads add interest in Winter.

SEDUM

‘Autumn Joy'
Z: 3-9

HT 24"

SP 18-24"

LSU-MF

One of the most popular perennials on the market today.
This hardy, upright selection sports light green leaves and
deep rose flowers which age to a beautiful bronze.

‘Autumn Fire'
Z: 3-9

HT 24-30"

SP 18-24"

LSU-MF

This selection is very similar to ’Autumn Joy', but was selected for its tighter growth habit, thicker foliage, and more
brightly colored rosy flowers which are produced from late Summer into Fall. It was developed in Quebec.
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ROCK’N GROW® Back in Black
Black foliage. Flowers with deep garnet red centers and cream
petals will appear.

®

2 022

Z: 3 -9

SEDUM
ROCK’N GROW

HT 16-18"

SP 26-28"

®

EF

Stonecrops are a mainstay of the Fall garden, and ROCK’N GROW ® Sedums are some of the best on the market. These
upright plants are the tallest of the three collections and typically bloom last.

ROCK’N GROW® Coraljade
Same rich green foliage as ’Lemonjade’, but with soft coral
pink flowers.
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ROCK’N GROW® Lemonjade
5-7” panicles of bright citron yellow flowers appear in early Fall on the upright variety.

ROCK’N GROW® Tiramisu
Bronze leaves form a wide, dome-shaped habit. Tiny clusters of
blush pink buds open to cream flowers.
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ROCK’N ROUND™ Bundle of Joy
Sport of ’Pure Joy’ with snow white flowers and the same
exemplary performance as the parent.

®

2 022

Z: 3 -9

SEDUM
ROCK’N ROUND

HT 10-12"

SP 16-20"

™

LSU-EF

This break-away series of the ROCK’N GROW ® collection takes all of the shorter, mushroom-cap type Sedum hybrids
and groups them together.

ROCK’N ROUND™ Popstar
An improved S. cauticola with more vigor and a tidier habit
than the species.
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ROCK’N ROUND™ Pride and Joy

ROCK’N ROUND™ Pure Joy

Sport of ’Pure Joy’ with darker pink flowers and the same exemplary
performance as the parent.

Bubblegum pink flowers appear in late Summer on a low,
mounded habit.

ROCK’N ROUND™ Superstar
Deep magenta pink flowers and smokey gray foliage.
S. cauticola type.
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ROCK’N LOW™ Boogie Woogie
Groundcover type with finely textured variegated foliage.
Soft yellow flowers in midSummer.

®

2 022

Z: 3-9

SEDUM
ROCK’N LOW

HT 6-8"

SP 16-24"

™

ESU-LSU

A sub-series from the ROCK’N GROW ® collection taking the groundcover-type sedum ’Boogie Woogie’ and ’Yellow
Brick Road’. These varieties are the shortest of the Proven Winners® Sedum.

ROCK’N LOW™ Yellow Brick Road
Low spreading groundcover with red stems, fine green leaves, and
yellow flowers.
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MAGIC SHOW® Pink Potion
Pink flowers.

®

Z: 4-8

VERONICA
MAGIC SHOW
HT 14-16"

SP 16-22"

2022

®

ESU-MSU

Members of this collection were chosen for their prolific, early blooming characteristics. Each flower spike has multiple
secondary spikes to enhance and prolong flowering. Although the genus is commonly afflicted with powdery mildew,
MAGIC SHOW® Veronica do not share this problem as each was selected only after showing resistance.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slo
out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your bench and
your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving right on time
customers into your store. This is why Pleasant View Garde
developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new program that leverag
MAGIC SHOW® White Wands
Pure white flowers. Excellent rebloom.
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ORNAMENTAL
GRASSES

‘Morning Light'
Miscanthus

Z: 4-9

HT 48"

SP 2.5'

C O L O R S M A R T O R N A M E N TA L G R A S S E S

PRAIRIE WINDS® Apache Rose
Panicum
LSU

®

Neither rain nor wind will knock this solid grass down!
While other green-leaved Switch Grass typically have
cream or tan inflorescences, ‘Apache Rose’ has unique
rose-colored flower panicles.

PRAIRIE
WINDS

2022

®

These ornamental grasses offer great value for the landscape gardener, providing height, movement, and Fall interest. All
members of this collection maximize those values, with sturdy, upright habits and captivating Fall displays.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slo
out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your bench and
your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving right on time
customers into your store. This is why Pleasant View Garde
developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new program that leverag
PRAIRIE WINDS® Cheyenne Sky
Panicum
Z: 4-9

HT 36"

SP 1.5'

LSU

This compact red Switch Grass is absolutely ideal for growing in decorative or combination containers. ’Cheyenne Sky’
forms a tight, vase-shaped clump of foliage that begins turning wine red in early Summer.
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C O L O R S M A R T O R N A M E N TA L G R A S S E S

PRAIRIE WINDS® Desert Plains
Pennisetum
Z: 5-9

HT 3-4'

SP 3-4'

EF

®

An excellent choice for gardeners looking for solid habit,
flowering performance, and Fall color in their ornamental
grasses. ’Desert Plains’ has showy, 5” bottlebrush plumes
that are large for a Fountain Grass.

2 022

PRAIRIE WINDS® Lemon Squeeze
Pennisetum
Z: 5-9

HT 3-3 .5'

SP 4-4.5'

PRAIRIE WINDS® Blue Paradise
Schizachyrium
MSU-EF

One of the best for vigor that we’ve seen in gold-leafed
Pennisetum with absolutely no burning in the sun. Full sun
required for brightest gold color. Copper panicles appear
above the foliage in midSummer and provide additional
interest to this three seasons grass.
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Z: 3-9

HT 3-3 .5'

SP 2'

LSU-EF

Silvery-blue leaves transition to a wine-purple color in
Fall before ending the season a deep red. The habit resists
flopping and can be enjoyed sticking up through the snow
all Winter long.

®

C O L O R S M A R T O R N A M E N TA L G R A S S E S

HAKONECHLOA

‘All Gold’

2022

Z: 5-9

HT 9-14"

SP 18-24"

MSU-EF

A brilliant grass that absolutely glows in the shade! This all-gold version of Hakonechloa macra is bright, upright, and
is a vigorous grower. It tends to be more chartreuse in heavier shade, and brighter gold in more sun.

MISCANTHUS

‘Dixie Land'
Z: 5-9

HT 48-60"

SP 36"

LSU

A dwarf form of ’Variegatus' with very similar green and
white variegated foliage but a shorter, more compact
growth habit. This selection should not need staking like
its taller cousin. It provides a strong white element to the
landscape which is especially pronounced when planted in
front of larger shrubs or evergreens. The silky pink plumes
which appear in late Summer are very showy. A good choice
for containers.

‘Morning Light'
Z: 5-9

SP 36"

MF

An especially refined and elegant ornamental grass. Fine leaf blades are green with clean, very thin, white margins that
give the plant a silvery cast when viewed from a distance. This plant is luminous when backlit by the early morning or late
afternoon sun. It is prized for its rounded habit that never flops. This grass requires a very long, hot growing season to be
able to produce flowers. When it does, they are spectacular reddish bronze plumes that appear in late Fall. As the seeds
mature, they become cream colored and fluffy; they make wonderful accents to the tan Winter foliage.

‘Huron Sunrise'
Z: 4-9

HT 48-60"

HT 60-72"

SP 36"

LSU

Though the green leaves with silver mid-ribs form beautiful
clumps, the most outstanding feature of this cultivar is
its flowers. In late Summer, a profusion of full, burgundy
plumes sweeps the sky. The plant maintains its graceful form
throughout Winter, providing tremendous Winter interest.
Hardy to zone 4, this variety is great for northern climates.
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SHRUBS

SONIC BLOOM® Pink
Weigela

®

COLORSMART SHRUBS

ARONIA

2 022

LOW SCAPE MOUND®
Z: 3-9

HT 1-2'

SP 2'

SP

Versatile habit - Three-season interest - Native
As cute as a button yet tough as nails, Low Scape Mound ®
Aronia is an innovative dwarf selection that may be the
closest thing yet to a perfect landscape plant. Adaptable to
most any soil, this versatile little black chokeberry offers
dark glossy foliage, loads of white flowers in Spring, black
Summer fruit, and intense red foliage in autumn. Ideal for
low maintenance mass plantings.

BETULA

CESKY GOLD®
Z: 2-7

HT 2-4'

SP 2-4'

SP

Color for cold climate landscapes.
This shrubby dwarf birch offers season-long interest with
tiny yellow leaves that emerge in sunset hues of orange
and red. Amenable to pruning, it can be shaped, sheared,
hedged, used as a miniature patio tree, or left to its own
appealing natural habit. Exceptionally hardy.
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‘Miss Molly’
The closest to red we've seen! The fragrant flowers of 'Miss
Molly' butterfly bush are a rich sangria-red, which is typically
even more intense in warm weather and hot climates. But it's
not just the flower color that sets 'Miss Molly' apart - it also
boasts a refined, semi-dwarf habit that is perfect for gardens
and residential landscapes. Non-invasive.

®

2022

Z: 5-9

BUDDLEIA 'MISS'

HT 4-5'

SP 4-5'

SU-FL

Fantastic color - Compact habit - Non-invasive
This award-winning buddleia series is characterized by bright, saturated color, useful medium size (half that of
conventional buddleia), and a graceful, garden-friendly habit.

‘Miss Pearl’

‘Miss Ruby’

‘Miss Violet’

Cool, crisp white flowers. 'Miss Pearl' buddleia is the newest
member of this award-winning series, sharing the same refined
shape, manageable height, and non-stop blooming ability - but with
classic, pure white flowers. Non-invasive.

Amazing Summer color! 'Miss Ruby' is an award-winning butterfly
bush, noted for its compact size and remarkably vivid, deep pink
blooms. Refined habit makes it eminently suitable for landscaping.
Non-invasive.

Light up the landscape with the electric purple color of 'Miss
Violet' buddleia. Pure, saturated color, luxuriously long flower
spires, and a refined, semi-dwarf habit set it head and shoulders
above the rest. Non-invasive.
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PUGSTER® AMETHYST

®

Full sized flowers on a compact butterfly bush! PUGSTER®
Amethyst buddleia is characterized by extra-large flowers on a
dwarf plant, bringing a cool purple into the mix. Thick, sturdy
stems make the PUGSTER® series less brittle in growing and at
retail, as well as improving Winter survival in colder climates.

2 022

BUDDLEIA
PUGSTER

®

Z: 5 -9

HT 2'

SP 2-3'

SU-FL

Dwarf habit - Very large flowers - Fragrant
A whole new look for butterfly bush! PUGSTER ® buddleia are the first to combine dwarf habit with very large,
highly fragrant blooms. Dense foliage and branching provide a lush look in the landscape. Thick, sturdy stems ensure
additional hardiness in areas where other buddleia experience Winter dieback. Easy and profitable in production,
PUGSTER ® buddleia quickly develop into a saleable, in-bloom plants with minimal inputs required.

PUGSTER BLUE®
Full sized flowers on a compact buddleia! The PUGSTER®
series of butterfly bush is characterized by their short, stocky
frame coupled with their large, full-sized flowers. The thick,
heavy stems ensure better Winter survival compared to most
small buddleia. PUGSTER BLUE® butterfly bush offers true
blue flowers with a very sweet honey fragrance. It will fly off
the bench at the garden center!
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PUGSTER PERIWINKLE®

PUGSTER PINKER®

Full sized flowers on a compact buddleia! PUGSTER® buddleia
differ from others thanks to their dense, compact habits and
full-sized flowers. Thick, sturdy stems are less brittle than other
butterfly bush and give them better Winter resistance in cold
climates. PUGSTER PERIWINKLE® buddleia has purple flowers
densely packed in clusters and blooms Summer through frost
without deadheading.

Bigger, bolder blooms: that's why PUGSTER PINKER® buddleia
is replacing the original PUGSTER® Pink. It boasts the same
huge blooms on a compact, tidy plant, but with deeper, richer
color.

PUGSTER WHITE®
Big flowers on a small plant. Thick, sturdy stems ensure
better Winter survival than other dwarf varieties. PUGSTER®
buddleia are like no others - they have a short, stocky frame
but with flowers the size you'd find on plants three times
larger. PUGSTER WHITE® buddleia offers huge white flower
spikes for a classic look that is especially enjoyable on Summer
nights.
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BUXUS

2 022

SPRINTER®
Z: 5-9

HT 2-4'

SP 2-4'

SP-FL

Fast growing - Disease resistant - Hardy
Sprinter ® Japanese boxwood is an improved, fastgrowing form of 'Winter Gem'. Glossy evergreen foliage
is attractive year-round and holds up well to Winter
weather. Upright habit is ideally suited for low hedging and
landscaping. Hardier than English boxwood, and without
the characteristic odor, too. Disease resistant, including to
boxwood blight.

CEPHALANTHUS

SUGAR SHACK®
Z: 4-10

HT 4-5'

SP 4-5'

SU

Native to North America - Fragrant - Showy seedheads
Dwarf buttonbush! Buttonbush has long been prized as
a native, but it was way too big for most landscapes. Not
anymore! SUGAR SHACK® cephalanthus is half the size
of conventional varieties, making it much more friendly to
residential landscapes. Large, fragrant, orb-shaped blooms
in Summer become ornamental red fruit, which persists
through Fall. Glossy foliage and widely adaptable.
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PINPOINT® Blue
Space saving evergreen. With its appealing color, soft
texture, and versatile habit, PINPOINT® Blue chamaecyparis
makes an irresistible addition to the landscape. Feathery blue
foliage persists all year, remaining bright and handsome even
in Winter. Narrow, columnar growth takes up little space in
the landscape and needs no pruning to maintain.

®

2022

CHAMAECYPARIS
PINPOINT
®

Z: 5-7

HT 15-20'

SP 5-7'

SP-FL

Colorful evergreen - Space saving - Deer resistant
Thanks to their space-saving habits, irresistible feathery texture, and appealing hue, the PINPOINT® series of Port
Oxford cedar has quickly become a consumer favorite. These West Coast native evergreens naturally grow with a
narrow, columnar habit that requires no trimming or pruning to maintain. Each branchlet appears as a feather or soft,
colorful scales, making it as attractive in the landscape as it is for cut green sales in Winter.

PINPOINT® Blue & Gold
Two-toned evergreen. Get more color in a small space with
PINPOINT® Blue & Gold chamaecyparis. Its appealing texture and
versatile columnar habit are further accentuated by its feathery
two-toned foliage. New growth emerges a vivid lime-gold before
maturing to a powdery blue that looks good with any color and style
of architecture. Like PINPOINT® Blue chamaecyparis, its narrow
habit ensures space saving, low maintenance performance.
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Soft, distinctive foliage. A good substitute for dwarf Alberta
spruce. SOFT SERVE® is a compact, conical false cypress with
graceful, soft fern-like branches. The leaves are bright green
on top and flecked with silver-blue on the underside.

®

COLORSMART SHRUBS

SOFT SERVE®

2 022

CHAMAECYPARIS
SOFT SERVE
®

Z: 4-8

HT 6-10'

SP 6-10'

SP-FL

Evergreen - Useful habit - Deer resistant
A treat for the landscape! These durable, deer resistant evergreens naturally grow with a neat, conical shape and soft,
feather-like branchlets. They make a nice alternative to the ubiquitous dwarf Alberta spruce, without the pest, disease,
and reversion liabilities.

SOFT SERVE® Gold
A gold version of the best seller. Soft Serve® Sawara cypress has
long been popular as an easy-care alternative to dwarf Alberta
spruce, and we’re pleased to offer this showier version in cheery
gold. It shares the same attractive pyramidal habit and easy-going
care. Hardy and resistant to burning from sun and wind.
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CORNUS

ARCTIC FIRE® Red
Z: 2-7

HT 36-60"

2022
SP 36-60"

SP

Native to North America - Compact habit - Deer resistant
Compact red-twig dogwood. Mike Farrow brings us
ARCTIC FIRE ® red-twig cornus (C. sericea, formerly known
as C. stolonifera), a compact cultivar with beautiful red
stems. It reaches a height of just 3-4', compared to the
8-10' of conventional types. Ideally scaled for residential
landscapes. Bring the outdoors in and use ARCTIC FIRE ®
dogwood as a cut stem for holiday arrangements or for
season-long color indoors.

GOLDEN SHADOWS®
Z: 3-8

HT 120-144"

SP 120-144"

SP

Variegated foliage - Elegant, striking habit - Year-round interest
Elegant structure and color. GOLDEN SHADOWS ® is a beautiful pagoda dogwood (Cornus alternifolia) noted for its
distinctive color and elegant, horizontal habit. Its large heart-shaped leaves are bright yellow, dotted with an irregular green
thumbprint, and the new growth flushes reddish orange in cool conditions. Attractive lacy white flowers in Spring add to its
charm. Happiest in filtered shade - a boon for such sites!

ARCTIC FIRE® Yellow
Z: 2-8

HT 36-60"

SP 72"

SP

Native - Winter interest - Shade tolerant
Can a yellow twig dogwood be a red-twig dogwood? Yes!
ARCTIC FIRE ® Yellow dogwood is a new selection of North
American native Cornus stolonifera (syn. C. sericea) that
offers all the durability of the species but with vivid yellow
stems. Stunning on its own or interplanted with best-selling
ARCTIC FIRE ® Red dogwood.

COTINUS

WINECRAFT BLACK®
Z: 4-8

HT 48-72"

SP 48-72"

SU

Colorful foliage - Semi-dwarf habit - Deer resistant
Compact dark-leaf cotinus! The first-ever PROVEN WINNERS® smokebush would have to be special - and
indeed, it is. WINECRAFT BLACK® cotinus starts the season with rich purple foliage, becoming deeper in color
until it's nearly black; Fall then turns it brilliant orange. Early Summer brings wispy red flowers that become the
beautiful, hazy violet "smoke" that give this plant its name. Rounded habit offers a more compact presentation than
conventional smokebush. Great color even under poly helps ensure Spring sales!
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DEUTZIA

2 022

YUKI CHERRY BLOSSOM®
Z: 5-8

HT 12-24"

YUKI SNOWFLAKE®
SP 12-24"

SP

Z: 5-8

HT 12-24"

12-24"

SP

Pink blooming 'Nikko' Award winner Versatile habit

Improved 'Nikko' - Award winner - Versatile habit

Pink blooming version of Deutzia 'Nikko'. It took ten years
to develop, but YUKI CHERRY BLOSSOM ® is the first ever
'Nikko' deutzia with pink flowers. It shares the same habit
and Fall color, but blooms are an appealing, delicate shade of
pink. Landscape Plant of the Year, 2017.

If you like 'Nikko', you'll be thrilled with extra-heavy
blooming YUKI SNOWFLAKE ® Deutzia. It shares the same
neat, mounded habit, and attractive Fall color, but it blooms
longer, with larger and more abundant flowers. You must see
it to believe it!

DIERVILLA

KODIAK® Orange
Z: 4-7

HT 36-48"

SP 36-48"

SU

Native to North America - Fast growing - Trouble-free
Eco-friendly alternative to burning bush! KODIAK ® Orange Diervilla pushes Fall color to the limits with its transformation to glowing orange. New growth emerges a showy russet,
accompanied by bright yellow flowers in Summer. This fast growing, vigorous North American native is unbothered by pests or diseases. Sometimes known as bush honeysuckle, which is a bit
of a misnomer, so we prefer using Diervilla as the common name.
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FORSYTHIA

SHOW OFF® SUGAR BABY®
Z: 5-8

HT 18-30"

2022
24-36"

SP

Spring blooming - Deer resistant - Shade tolerant
SHOW OFF ® SUGAR BABY ® forsythia is a true miniature
selection that delivers more flowers per inch to create an
outstanding Spring display. A very compact, dwarf plant
which provides lots of Spring color in a small space and does
not require pruning.

SHOW OFF®
Z: 5-8

HT 60-72"

60-72"

SP

Award winner - Deer resistant - Shade tolerant
Selected especially for its extremely dense flower bud set, SHOW OFF ® forsythia creates an unparalleled Spring display.
Regular pruning is not required to create a handsome, bushy specimen.

HEPTOCODIUM

TEMPLE OF BLOOM®
Z: 5-9

HT 72-120"

72-120"

LSU-F

Improved variety - Fragrant - Year-round interest
Four seasons of beauty. Heptacodium has always been an under-used shrub; let’s change that! TEMPLE
OF BLOOM ® heptacodium was years in development and improves on the straight species with a
more compact habit and an earlier bloom, which means that its cherry-red bracts show up sooner for a
memorable Fall display. Handsome, high-quality foliage and attractive peeling bark make this truly a plant
for all seasons.
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SOFTCHIFFON
Blue
SERVE® ®

2 022

HIBISCUS
CHIFFON
®

Z: 5-9

HT 8-12'

SP 6-10'

SU

Award winner - Double blooms - Refined habit
Large single flowers adorned by a lacy center create a unique, anemone-like bloom. These strong growing, uniform
varieties have low seed-set and are long blooming. Colorful, abundant flowers make them very appealing at retail. All
were hybridized by Dr. Roderick Woods of Cambridge, England.

Pink CHIFFON®
Glorious pink Summer flowers. Pink CHIFFON® rose of
Sharon brings a beautiful clear pink to the line.

White CHIFFON®
Clean white flowers all Summer long. White CHIFFON® hibiscus
adds a crisp, clean white option, which brings a refreshing look to
the landscape, day, and night.
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PARAPLU PINK INK®
We selected this variety for the size of its blooms and its
unusual color. Each pure white, satellite dish-like bloom is
painted, tie-dye style, with red and pink from the inside to
the edges. Abundant flower set, coupled with the bright
green leaves, creates an incredible effect in the landscape.

®

2022

HIBISCUS
PARAPLU
®

Z: 5-9

HT 5-10'

SP 4-5'

SU

Extra-large flowers - Shimmering, intense color - Elegant habit
Big flowers with unique colors are the cornerstones of the PARAPLU® series of hibiscus. Developed at Minier Nursery
in Angers, France. Big, multi-colored flowers create major impact in the garden.

PARAPLU ROUGE™

PARAPLU VIOLET®

We keep searching and thus far have found no true, red-flowered
roses of Sharon, but this is the darkest reddish pink we've ever seen.
So, whether you call it rouge or horticulture red, this large-flowered
single is a standout plant in both our trials and our test garden.

Some plants simply cannot be fully appreciated until you've seen
them in person - PARAPLU VIOLET® hibiscus is just such a plant. As
you can see, its color is beautiful, but seeing it in person is a totally
different experience. Its luminous flowers have a super-intense hue
that stops people in their tracks.
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PURPLE PILLAR®
Purple and red semi-double flowers appear all Summer long.
The narrow fastigiate habit gives it unlimited landscape
potential: narrow hedges, screens, formal gardens, entry
ways, and decorative containers.

®

2 022

HIBISCUS
PILLAR
®

Z: 5-9

HT 10-16'

SP 2-3'

SU

Space saving - Award winner - Long blooming
Naturally growing as a narrow column, the space-saving habit of this series means a broader appeal to retailers and
consumers alike. A totally unique Rose of Sharon. There's really nothing like it - the first columnar hibiscus. However
you use them, PILLAR ® hibiscus make a bold choice that's truly low-maintenance.
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Blooms age to a beautiful jade green through Summer and
Fall. Don't let its good looks fool you, though - this North
American native is super hardy and tough as nails.

®
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INCREDIBALL®

2022

HYDRANGEA arborescens

Z: 3 -8

INCREDIBALL
HT 4-5'

SP 4-5'

®

SU

Strong stems - Extra-large flowers - Non-flopping
It's the next big thing in hydrangeas! Our goal in creating INCREDIBALL® hydrangea was to develop a non-flopping
version of 'Annabelle.' What we ultimately selected, though, was even better: a powerhouse of a plant that not only
has strong, sturdy, supportive stems, but also extra-large flowers. On mature plants, they can become as large as
basketballs!

INCREDIBALL® Blush
INCREDIBALL® Blush hydrangea is everything you love about the
original INCREDIBALL® hydrangea, but in pink! Extra-large blooms
are a unique and appealing shade of silvery-pink and are held up on
strong, sturdy stems. Continues to create fresh flowers through
autumn for a very long-lasting display.
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INVINCIBELLE GARNETTA®
HT 2.5'

SP 2.5'

Deep pink-red flowers - Season extending bloom - Native

®

Make hydrangea season last even longer with
INVINCIBELLE GARNETTA® hydrangea. INVINCIBELLE
GARNETTA® offers deep garnet-hued buds that open
into lush pink blooms. It flowers a bit later than others in
the series, which makes it an ideal season-extender and
companion to the other fabulous varieties in the series.

2 022

HYDRANGEA arborescens

Z: 3 -8

INVINCIBELLE

®

SU

Reblooming - Strong stems - Native to North America
Totally innovative and truly unique. The INVINCIBELLE ® series includes many fabulous varieties, all reblooming, all with
strong, supporting stems and reliability that makes grandmother ‘Annabelle’ proud.

INVINCIBELLE LACE™
HT 4-5'

SP 4-5'

Pollinator-Friendly - Unique Hydrangea - Premiere Plant
Some people adore lacecap flowers for their delicate beauty,
while others appreciate the pollen for butterflies and bees.
This premiere plant, the first ever smooth hydrangea with
plum-purple lacy florets, accomplishes both, with strong, wiry
stems of a dark ruby hue, that sway gracefully with the wind.
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INVINCIBELLE LIMETTA®
HT 3-4'

3-4'

INVINCIBELLE® Ruby
HT 3-4'

2-3'

INVINCIBELLE® Spirit II
HT 3.5-4'

3.5-4'

Strong Stems - Green Flowers - Native

Ruby Red Flowers - Strong stems - Award winner

Pink flowers - Reblooming - Strong stems

INVINCIBELLE LIMETTA ® hydrangea represents the
next generation of 'Annabelle'-type hydrangeas. This
revolutionary new variety offers a dwarf habit with lush
green flowers and very strong stems. Blooms start out a rich
jade green, soften to green-white, then age to green again.
This strong rebloomer keeps fresh flowers coming through
frost, too. A versatile, reliable native shrubs that appeals to
landscape designers and homeowners alike.

The deep ruby flower buds of INVINCIBELLE ® Ruby
hydrangea open to a two-toned combination of bright ruby
red and silvery pink. Rich, unique color isn't the only thing
that sets it apart from other smooth hydrangeas - it also has
handsome dark foliage, very strong stems, and reblooms all
season, producing fresh blooms into autumn.

A better pink 'Annabelle' - type hydrangea! Meet
INVINCIBELLE ® Spirit II hydrangea - an improved version
of INVINCIBELLE ® Spirit, the original pink 'Annabelle'
hydrangea. It delivers darker foliage, stiffer stems, and
larger flowers of a deeper, truer pink. The blooms age
to an attractive green instead of the bisque color of the
original. This hydrangea grows from Manitoba to Mobile,
blooming every year from midSummer to frost. It is a strong
rebloomer.

INVINCIBELLE WEE WHITE®
HT 1 - 2.5'

SP 1 - 2.5'

Dwarf 'Annabelle' - Strong stems - Reblooming
INVINCIBELLE WEE WHITE ® hydrangea is poised to
revolutionize landscaping. Its sturdy compact frame reaches
just 1-2.5' tall and is covered in pure white mophead
flowers from Summer to Fall. We'd call it a dwarf version of
'Annabelle,' but that wouldn't quite do it justice, as it also
boasts very sturdy stems that never flop and the ability to
rebloom, producing fresh flowers all Summer.
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LET’S DANCE® ¡ARRIBA!™
Z: 4-9

SP 2-3'

SU

Reblooming - Variety in Color - Prolific
Our most prolific and reliable blooming mophead hydrangea
to date. The rich flower color ranges from hot pink to purple
to blue depending upon your soil pH, phosphorus, and
aluminum levels. The blooms age to an attractive mauve pink.

®

2 022

HT 2-3'

HYDRANGEA macrophylla

LET’S DANCE

®

Developed in Grand Haven, Michigan, the LET’S DANCE ® series of reblooming bigleaf hydrangeas are the result of
years of careful breeding and evaluation for cold-weather performance. We have cut plants back each Fall to thoroughly
test their ability to develop new wood flower buds even in cold, Midwestern conditions; we have left plants intact to
test their bud hardiness, too. In both respects, these cultivars come out on top.

LET'S DANCE® BLUE JANGLES®
Z: 5-9

HT 1-2'

SP 2-3'

SU-F

Compact habit - Reblooming - Blue flowers
Because of their ability to flower on new wood, most
reblooming hydrangeas reach relatively large sizes. LET'S
DANCE ® BLUE JANGLES ® hydrangea is the first compact
rebloomer, maintaining a tight, neat habit while still forming
dozens of flowers on new and old wood. Large mophead
flowers turn blue readily under appropriate conditions.
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Z: 3-8

HT 6-8'

SP 6-8'

SU

Very strong stems - Useful habit - Floriferous

2019 Flowering Shrub of the Year.

®

FIRE LIGHT® is the new standard to measure all hardy
hydrangeas. Upright panicles are packed with florets which
transform from pure white to rich pomegranate pink. Its
thick, sturdy stems hold up the beautiful flowers, so they
are prominently displayed in the garden.

COLORSMART SHRUBS

FIRE LIGHT®

2022

FIRE LIGHT® Tidbit
Z: 3-8

HT 2-3'

SP 3'

SU

Dwarf Hydrangea - Autumn Foliage - Late Season Blooms
A dwarf hydrangea, a bit like BOBO ® but with a lower,
mounded habit and a lot more color. The late-season
blooms emerge a bright lime green, transition to white, and
quickly take on hues of dragon fruit pink. A perfect little
front of the border plant to pair with SUPERTUNIA VISTA
BUBBLEGUM ®. As a bonus, it will often give you a nice
display of orange-red autumn foliage.
2019 Flowering Shrub of the Year.

HYDRANGEA paniculata

FIRE LIGHT

®

Lorem ipsum
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HYDRANGEA paniculata
BOBO®

‘Limelight'
Z: 3-8

HT 2.5-3'

3-4'

SU

Z: 3-8

HT 6-8'

6-8'

SU

Space saving - Extremely floriferous - Award winner

Award winner - Long blooming - Very hardy

BOBO ® dwarf panicle hydrangea has been turning heads since the first time we saw it at
the ILVO research station in Belgium. Exceptionally floriferous, its compact little frame is
smothered with large, lacy, white cones in Summer. They age to a lovely soft pink.

Award-winning variety with distinctive lime-green blooms. Our 'Limelight' hydrangea
has become a garden classic, representing the best of the genus across North America.
Refreshing green blooms in midSummer transform to pink, red, and burgundy in autumn.
The blooms are well distributed and held up on very strong stems. Multiple awards,
including the Missouri Botanical Garden Plant of Merit; Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
Gold Medal, American Society of Cut Flower Growers Cut Flower of the Year 2007, Royal
Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit.

HYDRANGEA paniculata
LIMELIGHT PRIME®
Z: 3-8

112

HT 4-6'

LITTLE LIME®
4-5'

SU

Z: 3-8

HT 3-5'

3-5'

SU

Vivid Blooms - New and Improved - Long Blooming

Award winner - Space saving - Very hardy

An improved, more refined Limelight with darker, healthier-looking foliage, stronger stems,
and a more compact growth habit. The blooms emerge a vivid lime green and maintain that
color longer, often until they transition into a bubblegum pink. The blooms eventually finish
a rich, punch pink.

Dwarf form of the ever-popular 'Limelight' hydrangea. LITTLE LIME ® hydrangea sports the
same great flowers and coloration but is just a third the size of the original. Enjoy a longlasting display borne on very strong stems in a fraction of the space!
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HYDRANGEA paniculata
LITTLE LIME PUNCH™
Z: 3-8

HT 3-5'

LITTLE QUICK FIRE®
3-5'

SU

Z: 3-8

HT 3-5'

3-5'

SU

Space Saving - Vibrant Blooms - Hardy

Early blooming - Hardy - Months of color

It's a special day when you discover a plant that's as unique and beautiful as this one. Like
LITTLE LIME ® hydrangea with its useful, compact stature and emerging lime-green blooms,
but it differs as the flowers age to pink. New blooms emerge to give you a festive mix of
pink, green, white, and Hawaiian Punch-red blooms all on the same plant.

A dwarf version of best-selling QUICK FIRE ® hydrangea. It has the same early bloom time
as the original QUICK FIRE ®, but this dwarf cultivar is about one third the size. The flowers
quickly age to a deep burgundy red before other varieties even start to bloom. The compact
habit makes it a great choice for extending the season in smaller landscapes and container
gardens.

HYDRANGEA paniculata
PINKY WINKY®
Z: 3-8

QUICK FIRE FAB®
HT 6-8'

6-8'

SU

Z: 3-8

HT 6 -8'

5-6'

SU

Supersized flowers - Very colorful - Hardy

Early Bloomer - Strong Stems - Floriferous

Huge bi-colored blooms! PINKY WINKY panicle hydrangea has a distinctive name, and
an even more distinctive flower. The large white panicles open in mid to late Summer, and
as Summer becomes Fall, the florets at the base of the panicles take on a clear, true pink.
The flower panicles continue to grow, producing new white florets at the tip. The result is
spectacular two-toned flower panicles that can reach up to 16 inches in length! They are
held up on some of the strongest, thickest stems you'll ever see on a panicle hydrangea.

A show-stopping, early bloomer with lots of wow. The large, upright, football-shaped
blooms are densely packed with delicate, cruciform flowers of a pleasing coconut-lime
color. But there's more. Delicious watermelon hues quickly appear at the base of the bloom
and darken as they work their way up towards a contrasting lime-green tip. A fabulous,
upright garden plant that holds its bottom-to-top blooms with ease and elegance.

®
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Tiny TUFF STUFF™

®

Compact, bud-hardy reblooming hydrangea. It's tough, but
delicate - TINY TUFF STUFF™ hydrangea is extremely cold
tolerant and beautiful. Extremely bud-hardy, each year it
produces abundant lacecap flowers comprised of doubled
sepals which appear on both old and new wood. While this
plant leans to blue, the flower color may range from blue to
pink to white.

2 022

HYDRANGEA serrata

Z: 5-9

TUFF STUFF
HT 2 -3'

SP 2-3'

™

SU-FL

Improved hardiness - Reblooming - Colorful blooms
H. serrata is native to mountainous regions of Asia and Japan and is better suited to cold conditions than its close
relative H. macrophylla, which is native to milder coastal regions. We have liked H. serrata for years because of its
improved bud hardiness, but Tuff Stuff ™ hydrangeas up the ante further: they rebloom.

TUFF STUFF AH-HA®
A truly outstanding Hydrangea serrata. Standing out notably
in our field and container trials for its outstanding reblooming
ability, TUFF STUFF AH-HA® mountain hydrangea, the
newest member of the series, has massive dinner plate
sized blooms. Sterile florets are doubled and waterlily-like,
taking on outstanding pink or blue coloration depending on
soil conditions. Like all H. serrata, it has outstanding bud
hardiness. Prepare to be impressed!
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TUFF STUFF™
Bud-hardy rebloomer! We wanted a hydrangea with improved bud and stem hardiness in addition to the ability to
flower on new wood - and we created TUFF STUFF™ Hydrangea serrata. Deep pink lacecap flowers create a mass
of color in early Summer, and it continues to produce new flowers right up until frost. The semi-double to double
florets begin with creamy coloration in the center before maturing to an intense pink. If you've had inconsistent
performance with H. macrophylla, try the TUFF STUFF™ series - they're the reblooming hydrangeas that deliver
on their promise.

TUFF STUFF™ Red
A new color for the TUFF STUFF™ series! The improved bud
and stem hardiness, the reblooming habit, and the double
lacecap flowers of the original - but TUFF STUFF™ Red brings
with it dark red-pink flowers. Flowers open to a two-toned
green and red, maturing to all red. Strong stems give this
mounded hydrangea a handsome presentation both in the
container and in the landscape.
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ILEX glabra

ILEX Verticillata

2 022

BERRY POPPINS®
Z: 3-9

HT 3-4'

3-4'

SP

Native to North America - Space saving - Dwarf and compact
Winterberry is unmatched for Winter interest, but many
homeowners don't have room for a traditional variety. Enter BERRY
POPPINS®: an excellent, heavy fruiting dwarf cultivar. Ideal for
those who want bright Winter color and fruit for cutting but don't
have room for a conventional I. verticillata. It is heavier fruiting than
'Red Sprite'. Fruit is not edible.

STRONGBOX®
Z: 5-9

HT 2-3'

2-3'

SP

Native to North America - Boxwood alternative - Disease resistant
Native boxwood alternative. With its squat, rounded habit, handsome evergreen foliage, and full, dense branching, STRONGBOX® inkberry
is a welcome alternative to boxwood. Lush, deep green, and disease resistant, this plant offers huge potential for the landscape market and
homeowners alike. Stays green and well-branched right to the ground. Native to North America and highly adaptable.

JUNIPERUS

PHILADELPHUS

ILLUMINATI ARCH®
Z: 4-7

HT 4'

4'

SP

Unique habit - Fragrant - Heavy bloomer
Philadelphus typically has dull, paper-thin leaves that appear ratty
and tattered, but Illuminati Arch philadelphus has thick, handsome,
rugged foliage that keeps its deep green color all season long. Early
Summer brings cascades of white flowers with the sweet, oldfashioned mock orange scent everyone loves.

GIN FIZZ®
Z: 4-8

HT 10-18'

7-10'

SP-FL

Durable evergreen - Heavy berry set - Deer resistant
Superb berry set + supreme durability. It's the berries that give gin its characteristic flavor, and it's the berries that make GIN FIZZ® juniper
extra special. Deep evergreen foliage provides a handsome background to set off the abundant crop of sage green and blue fruits. Conical
habit makes this sun-loving, deer resistant evergreen versatile in the landscape.
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PHYSOCARPUS

2022

GINGER WINE®
Z: 3-7

HT 5-6'

5-6'

LSP

Outstanding color - Disease resistant - Adaptable
Stand out from the crowd! GINGER WINE® ninebark is imbued with truly exceptional color: rich hues of orange red in Spring and Fall, and sparkling burgundy
in Summer. Large white flowers in late Spring give way to bright red seed-heads. Sturdy stems and a compact upright habit make this an excellent plant in the
container and the landscape. In our trials, it has demonstrated excellent mildew resistance. Native to North America.

TINY WINE®
Z: 3-7

HT 3-5'

3-5'

LSP

Colorful foliage - Compact habit - Disease resistant
TINY WINE® ninebark is smaller than others on the market, in terms of both its leaf size and overall habit. This upright cultivar has neat, deep purple foliage and clusters of pink flowers in late Spring. It is a very
heavy bloomer, which, coupled with its diminutive size, makes quite an impression in the landscape. Resistant to powdery mildew.
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OSO EASY DOUBLE RED®
Z: 4-9

HT 3-4'

SP 3-4'

SU

Floriferous, easy-growing, and with an abundance of
bright red, doubled blooms, OSO EASY DOUBLE RED ® is a
favorite among growers and gardeners alike.

®

ROSA
OSO EASY

2 022

®

Disease resistant - Continuous blooming - Versatile habit

OSO EASY® Landscape Roses are indeed easy to grow, and they offer the broadest color range of any landscape rose
series plus surprising hardiness, with some varieties thriving in zone 3. Dark green glossy foliage shows exceptional
disease resistance and tidy habits make them ideally suited to any sunny landscape

OSO EASY® Double Pink
Z: 5-9

HT 1.5-2'

SP 1.5-2'

SU

Excellent disease resistance and abundant, continuous
blooms set OSO EASY® Double Pink rose apart from the
crowd. Ten or more pink double flowers are produced
per stem, creating a mass of cheerful Summer color. Low
mounding habit makes it a useful groundcover rose. Winner
of the American Rose Society 2021 Award of Excellence.
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OSO EASY ITALIAN ICE®
Z: 4-9

HT 1.5-2.5'

1.5-2.5'

SU

Like 'Peace' in its coloration, the orange buds of OSO EASY ITALIAN ICE® rose open to soft yellow flowers with pink blushed
margins. The soft flower color is set off nicely by its dark green, glossy foliage. Flowers are semi-doubled, with 24-30 petals per
bloom. Self-cleaning and very disease resistant.

OSO EASY PEASY®
Z: 4-9

HT 2.5-3.5'

SP 2.5-3.5'

SU-FL

Winner of the American Rose Society Award of Excellence
in the No Spray division, OSO EASY PEASY® rose sends out
continuous sprays of doubled blooms, each with the vivid,
tropical hue of dragon fruit. Produces flowers continuously
without deadheading, and as its award from the prestigious
ARS attests, it exhibits outstanding disease resistance.
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ROSA

2 022

Z: 5-9

HT 3-4'

SP 3-4'

SU

Fragrant - Disease resistant - Continuous blooms
Finally - a fragrant, disease resistant rose! Everyone loves
disease resistant roses but misses the classic rose fragrance
they’ve never been able to provide. AT LAST® rose changes
all that by offering lush, full flowers with a true rose scent.
Its romantic apricot-peach blooms are self-cleaning and
appear continuously on the plant without deadheading.
Glossy, deep green foliage stays free of black spot and
powdery mildew.

ROSA
RINGO®
Z: 4-8

HT 3-4'

SP 3-4'

ESU-FL

Distinctive color - Disease resistant - Long blooming
Already decorated with six awards from around the world,
RINGO ® rose is finally available in North America. The
blooms of this colorful, appealing hybrid open a bright
golden yellow with a blazing red center. They mellow to a
soft yellow, before finally turning white with a distinct pink
center. The effect is of three colors blooming at once.
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®

2022

RINGO ALL-STAR™
Z: 4-8

HT 2-3'

3'

SU

Distinctive color - Disease resistant - Long blooming
Named the Royal Horticulture Society Rose of the Year in 2015, RINGO ALL-STAR™ rose features single flowers with
a unique color blend of melon-orange and pink that age to lavender for a multi-colored effect. A distinctive cherryred eye and sunny yellow stamens make the blooms even more intriguing.

ROSA

SUÑORITA®
Z: 5-9

HT 3-4'

SP 3-4'

SU

Disease resistant - Continuous blooming - Rich color

A disease resistant rose with a sunny glow. To make it
through our rose trials, a plant must first show superior
disease resistance. Only then do we begin to evaluate it
for good looks - and SUÑORITA® rose passed with flying
colors. Gold, yellow, and orange colors, to be exact. A
sturdy, vigorous shrub rose, it blooms perpetually on a mass
of glossy, dark green foliage.
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SAMBUCUS

2 022

BLACK LACE®
Z: 5-7

HT 6-10'

6-10'

ESU

Unique foliage - Fragrant flowers - Award winner
Finely dissected black foliage. BLACK LACE® elderberry is a stunning plant with enormous appeal at retail and in the landscape. Intense purple
black foliage is finely cut, giving it an effect like that of Japanese maple (though it is hardier and more durable). Pink flowers in Spring contrast
nicely with the dark leaves. Plant in full sun for best color.

SAMBUCUS

LEMONY LACE®
Z: 3-7

HT 4-7'

4-7'

ESP

Unique foliage - Native to North America - Award winner
Lacy golden foliage. LEMONY LACE® elderberry is a super-showy cutleaf selection. Bright golden foliage is highly dissected and emerges with
colorful red hue. The foliage is more deeply cut than 'Sutherland Gold' or BLACK LACE®, resulting in a dense, irregular mound with extremely
fine texture. White flowers appear in very early Spring, before the leaves emerge, and produce red fruit in Fall. Will tolerate full sun in northern
climates but prefers light shade in more warmer areas.
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SPIRAEA
GLOW GIRL®
Z: 3-9

HT 3-4'

SP 3-4'

SP

Native to North America - Award winner - Excellent Fall
color
GLOW GIRL® birch leaf spirea is the perfect plant for
northern landscapes: a gold-leaf version of 'Tor'! Buds with
hints of red in them open to white Spring flowers. Sunny
yellow foliage holds its color well, and the full, compact
habit is very attractive. It doesn't burn in the Summer and
has excellent Fall color. Both hardy and heat tolerant.

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slo
moving, out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your be
and draining your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving
on time and drawing customers into your store. This is why Pl
View Gardens has developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new
program that leverages Not just color. Smart color. You don
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DOUBLE PLAY BIG BANG®
Z: 3-8

HT 2-3'

SP 2-3'

LSP-ESU

Extra-large flowers. Massive pink flowers of a size never
seen before adorn bright yellow foliage on DOUBLE PLAY
BIG BANG ® spirea. Foliage glows orange in the Spring.

®

2 022

SPIRAEA
DOUBLE PLAY

®

Unique colors - Colorful foliage - Durable

What sets our Spiraea apart? We develop and select every plant for superior color and landscape-worthy habits. Double
Play spiraea are super showy from the time their first leaf buds emerge until the time the last leaf drops in Fall. Always
in demand by landscapers and homeowners alike.

DOUBLE PLAY® CANDY CORN®
Z: 4-7

HT 1.5-2.5'

SP 1.5-2.5'

LSP-ESU

Crazy colorful spirea! You must see DOUBLE PLAY® CANDY CORN ®
spirea to believe it! Candy apple red foliage starts the show in
Spring. As the season progresses, the foliage transforms to pineapple
yellow. Dark purple blooms appear in late Spring, making this the
most eye-popping colorful DOUBLE PLAY® spirea yet.
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DOUBLE PLAY DOOZIE®
Z: 3-8

HT 2-3'

DOUBLE PLAY® Pink
2-3'

LSP-FL

DOUBLE PLAY DOOZIE® spirea is a ground-breaking non-invasive
spirea, the first of its kind. Its lack of seed also makes it a perpetual
bloomer, putting all its energy into creating wave after wave of
red-pink flowers from early Summer through frost. No deadheading
required! Naturally grows as a neat mound.

Z: 3-8

HT 2-3'

2-3'

LSP

How do you improve spirea? Create the perfect combination of
form, flowers, and foliage: a dense mounded habit, memorably
dark red Spring foliage, and then loads of pure, rich pink flowers in
Summer. Consider it a vastly improved ‘Anthony Waterer.’

DOUBLE PLAY® Red
Z: 3-8

HT 2-3'

SP 2-3'

LSP-ESU

A flower color breakthrough!
DOUBLE PLAY® Red spirea is the first with flowers as close
to red as possible. Each deep reddish pink floret is crowned
with a spray of long anthers bearing purple pollen for an
irresistible effect. In Spring, foliage emerges a glowing
red, and new growth through the season is an attractive
burgundy.
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SYRINGA

BLOOMERANG® DarkPurple

2 022

Z: 3-7

HT 4-6'

4-6'

SP-FL

Improved variety - Reblooming - Award winner
BLOOMERANG® Dark Purple is a bigger plant, with larger, more
rounded inflorescences. It’s very showy in Spring and continues
to amaze with fragrant blooms from midSummer to frost.
Exceptional vigor.

BABY KIM®
Z: 3-8

HT 2-3'

2.5'

SP

Improved 'Miss Kim' - Fragrant - Compact
Finally, an improved version of garden classic 'Miss Kim' lilac! BABY KIM® lilac has a more dwarf compact habit, darker purple blooms, and
does not fade to white. It's also about half the size, naturally growing as a tidy and appealing little mound. Great fragrance, disease resistance,
and landscape performance.

BLOOMERANG® Dwarf Purple
Z: 3-7

HT 2.5 - 3'

2.5 - 3'

SP-FL

Reblooming - Compact habit - Disease resistant
An improved BLOOMERANG® purple lilac with more flowers,
stronger rebloom, and improved disease resistance. It’s easy to
love this plant for its beauty, healthy growth, sweet fragrance, and
smaller habit.

SCENTARA® Double Blue
Z: 2-8

HT 6-8'

6-8'

ESP-MSP

Fragrant - Double blooms - Hardy
Knock-your-socks-off fragrance! Selected for its fragrance
and bloom color, SCENTARA® Double Blue lilac creates the
unforgettable Spring display you crave. Very large flower clusters
are made up of lavender-blue double florets and cover the plant in
Spring. Good resistance to mildew. Long-lived and easy to grow.
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VIBURNUM

CARDINAL CANDY®
Z: 5-8

HT 6-8'

2022
6-8'

LSP

Hardy - Very Floriferous - Colorful fruit
A special plant with improved hardiness and persistent shiny scarlet
red fruit. Fruiting appears strong, even without another pollinator
in the area. Discovered in a batch of seed-grown plants after a -30º
cold spell killed off all except CARDINAL CANDY™. Tons of creamy
white flowers cover this well-branched, rounded plant in Spring.
May be easily maintained at a lower height with pruning.

BRANDYWINE™
Z: 5-9

HT 5-6'

5-6'

SP

Award winner - Colorful fruit - Fall color
Experience the most beautiful berry display in the plant kingdom! BRANDYWINE™ viburnum delivers loads of breathtaking berries that
transform from green to shades of vivid pink and blue. BRANDYWINE™ viburnum has good berry production even without another
pollinator nearby. Showy glossy leaves change to incredible dark maroon red in autumn.

LIL' DITTY®
Z: 3-8

HT 1-2'

1-2'

LSP

Dwarf habit - Native to North America - Deer resistant
One of the smallest viburnums on the market, LIL' DITTY® viburnum
is a puffball of creamy-white, fragrant flowers in late Spring. Glossy
foliage takes on good Fall color and dwarf habit makes it eminently
versatile for both residential and commercial landscapes.

WABI-SABI®
Z: 5-8

HT 2-3'

3-4'

SP

Dwarf habit - Unique form - Very floriferous
WABI-SABI® viburnum is a landscape-worthy selection with a unique low-growing, strongly horizontal habit. In Spring, branches are covered
in large lacecap flowers, borne with the striking habit typical of viburnum. High quality foliage carries it through the rest of the season with
grace and charm. Ideal for edging or planting atop brick walls.
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CZECHMARK TRILOGY®
Z: 4-8

HT 3-3.5'

SP 3-3.5'

LSP

Multi-colored flowers - Heavy bloomer - Deer resistant
Representing some of the best weigela breeding the world
has to offer, the CZECHMARK® series comes from the
Czech Republic. Each variety is selected for superior flower
set and crisp, pure color. CZECHMARK TRILOGY® weigela
flowers start out white and soon transition to pink, then
finally red. This results in an eye-popping combination of
three colors at once on the same plant.

2 022

Z: 4-8

WEIGELA SNIPPET

HT 1-2'

SP 1-2'

™

SP-SU-FL

Dwarf weigela - Reblooming - Deer resistant
Snippet™ weigela are the perfect package of this old-fashioned favorite: reblooming with a useful rounded dwarf habit.

SNIPPET DARK PINK
SNIPPET® Dark Pink weigela is a hardy dwarf selection from
the Czech Republic with richer, dark pink flower color than
'Pink Poppet' or 'Minuet'. It reblooms quite nicely.

SNIPPET LIME™
A hardy dwarf weigela from the Czech Republic with fresh, lime
green foliage and pure pink blooms. It also reblooms quite nicely.
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®

We've long loved this plant for its bright, bright pink/red
flowers and uniquely colored foliage, which starts out lime
green and develops an unusual, bright golden glow through
the Summer. And we've always known it was an outstanding
rebloomer, flowering along with conventional weigela in late
Spring, then taking a rest and coming roaring back with fresh
waves of bright blooms in Fall.

2022

Z: 4-8

WEIGELA
SONIC BLOOM

HT 4-5'

SP 4-5'

®

SP-SU-FL

Reblooming - Deer resistant - Easy care
The Sonic Bloom ® series boasts the strongest reblooming ever seen in weigela, with loads of flowers in late Spring,
followed by waves of flowers until frost. Pruning is not required to get repeat blooms. These beautiful plants extend
your garden show.
The SONIC BLOOM ® series of weigela were the 2019 Flowering Shrubs of the Year.

SONIC BLOOM® Pink

SONIC BLOOM® Red

Reblooming SONIC BLOOM® Pink weigela produces loads of
pink flowers in May, followed by waves of blooms until frost! Hot
pink buds open to rich pink flowers in May and repeat until frost
without deadheading.

The lipstick-red flowers of SONIC BLOOM® Red weigela are
remarkable enough to make this a choice selection, but a burst
of flowers in May followed by waves of rebloom until frost
make it positively extraordinary. Deadheading is not needed for
continuous bloom.
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WEIGELA
SPILLED WINE®
Z: 4-8

HT 2-3'

SP 3-4'

LSP

Colorful foliage - Versatile habit - Deer resistant

®

SPILLED WINE ® weigela has dark red, wavy leaves and a
spreading habit. Its hot pink-magenta flowers are like those
of WINE & ROSES ® weigela, but this is a smaller plant that
is wider than it is tall. It greatly expands the versatility of
that best-selling weigela. SPILLED WINE ® weigela was the
2018 Landscape Shrub of the Year.

2 022

Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need poorly timed, slowving, out-of-color shrubs and perennials cluttering up your bench
draining your cash flow. You want cracking color arriving right
me and drawing customers into your store. This is why Pleasant
View Gardens has developed ColorSmart™, the exciting new
m that leverages Not just color. Smart color. You don’t need
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WINE & ROSES®
Z: 4-8

HT 4-5'

SP 4-5'

LSP

Dark foliage - Outstanding contrast - Deer resistant

®

The original dark-leafed weigela is still the champ! WINE
& ROSES ® weigela remains one of the most requested
plants by homeowners and landscapers alike, thanks to
its beautiful contrast of dark purple foliage and rosy pink
blooms.

COLORSMART SHRUBS

WEIGELA

2022
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Phone: 603-435-8361
Fax: 603-435-6849
Email: sales@pwpvg.com
Website: pwpvg.com

ColorSmart

®

